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Camper trailer touring is one of the 
most liberating ways to travel, allowing 
adventurous souls to push into some of 
Australia’s most remote and picturesque 
locations.  

Produced in collaboration with Camper 
Trailer Australia, the Go-To Guide for 
Campers covers everything you’ll need to 
know, presented in an easy-to-read format 
with plenty of pictures and, of course, a 
handful of Hema maps. 

$39.95

Be prepared to explore with Hema Maps, guides and digital navigation. 



shop.hemamaps.com NOW AVAILABLE FREE SHIPPING OVER $50
Available from mid August

Explore Australia your way
WITH HEMA’S GO-TO GUIDE

DRIVE EXPLORE



As this November issue of Camper went to press, news trickled through about many 
uncontrolled fires raging through large sections of Australia’s east coast.

way, conversation routinely went to the dryness of 
the surrounding scrub. The drought, terrible in its 
own right, is now doubling down, providing arid 
bone dry conditions for the summer sun and hot 
whipped-up northerly winds.

The most important thing we here at Camper 
can do is offer what support we can to the affected 
communities. We feel the best way we can do this 
is by providing informative and factual news across 
all our platforms – print, website and social media 
– about the recovery of the region. Of course, for 
all ongoing news and warnings about the actual 
threat of fire, you should contact state and federal 
emergency services for local up-to-the-minute 
reports.

Camper will work extra hard in coming issues 
to bring you stories about how communities are 
regrouping and recovering.

For now, we are fully into preparation mode for 
Camper Trailer of the Year. Obviously the scale and 
ferocity of the fires up the east coast has made 
things a tad trickier, but we are working closely with 
local, state and federal services to carefully plot the 
right course of action and are fully committed to 
putting on a superb event.

In this issue, we feature a massive five informative 
camper reviews and an exclusive exposé on how to 
choose the right rooftop tent for your own unique 
outdoor pursuits. We’re super-keen to explore 
rooftop tents and DIY canopy campers in future 
issues, so Adam Jane’s introduction to choosing the 
right rooftop tent is a great place to start.

As a hot summer gets ready to kick off, be safe 
out there everyone.

 THE CAMPFIRE 

Editor
Aaron Flanagan

Fire is a terrible component of the Australian 
summer. This season, together with the 
drought that’s been afflicting much of the 

east coast, the onset of bushfire is a real kick in the 
guts.

So what can we do? How can we help? Do we 
just sit on the sidelines watching the TV news, 
reading the paper wringing our hands together? It’s 
extremely difficult to watch and witness. All we can 
do from afar is hope the SES, the CFA volunteers 
and the nation’s professional firefighters can quickly 
bring things under control.

All at Camper wish to thank everyone at the 
forefront and behind the scenes who are doing so 
much to help the communities affected by bushfire.

For the past few months, every time a field 
assignment took us anywhere near the bush up that 
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Photographer: nathan jacobs Camera: canon eos 5d mkiii  F-Stop: f/9  Exposure: 1/250 sec  ISO: 400

Here comes
the sun
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Hello hillside, my old friend



Nutsand

BOLTS

In the old days, the only real relationship 
you had with a vehicle’s motor was the 
right go-pedal, the accelerator. Funny when 
you think of that!

That relationship was a rigid wire that ran 
from the top of the pedal, through the firewall 
and along to the top of the motor. It was called 
the Bowden cable system. This system was very 
basic and worked okay, but as with many other 
mechanical forces, it wasn’t that reliable. It was 
prone to inefficiency, wear and tear, or failure 
over extended time.

Originally this cable controlled the “butterfly” 
flap inside the carburettor, which managed the 
fuel and air mixture, so the driver could select

Ever put the foot down only for the 4WD to sluggishly pick up the
pace? You can tap into your 4WD’s dormant potential by installing
a throttle controller, a simple contraption that regulates the 
voltage of the drive-by-wire unit to reduce the lag between planting 
the foot and gaining pace. Camper talks you through the installation
and use of an iDrive option.

ENGINE LAG.
GOODBYE,

HELLO, Words Steve Cassano

THROTTLE CONTROLLER

Gently does it. In days gone by, clutch, brake and throttle 
control was a bit like playing the bass drum on a mega kit
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DRIVE-BY-WIRE
These days, that Bowden wire cable has become
pretty redundant with modern cars. Today, just 
about all cars, including 4WDs, are adopting 
technology to improve efficiency, performance 
and safety, which has led to the conventional 
mechanical throttle wire being replaced with an 
electronic interface.

This system is known by various names, but 

the most common are drive-by-wire (DBW) 
or fly-by-wire (which is more commonly used 
in aviation circles). This DBW method is by no 
means a new thing and was actually introduced 
back in the 1980s by the German automobile 
industry.

Of course, in the 4WD automotive industry, 
carburettors have mostly been replaced by fuel 
injections systems, hence the need to adopt 

DBW. Vehicles these days fitted with DBW 
provide many benefits, including cheaper 
manufacturing costs, better fuel economy, 
more redundancy in case of failure, and even 
the ability to utilise autonomous cruise control. 
Best of all, DBW provides a nicer direct feel 
to the driver when they press down on the 
accelerator.

Nutsand

BOLTS
 “TODAY, JUST ABOUT ALL CARS, INCLUDING 4WDS, 

ARE ADOPTING TECHNOLOGY TO IMPROVE EFFICIENCY, 

PERFORMANCE AND SAFETY, WHICH HAS LED TO THE 

CONVENTIONAL MECHANICAL THROTTLE WIRE BEING REPLACED 

WITH AN ELECTRONIC INTERFACE.” 

Slow and steady, constant  and
 confident momentum through

 water crossings
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IMPROVING THE ACCELERATOR
While at this point you may think DBW is all 
positive (and it mostly is), there is one drawback 
that may not be quite so obvious. Unless you 
own a high end sports vehicle, drivers of DBW-
fitted vehicles will usually experience a short 
delay or lag between the pressing the pedal 
and the engine reacting. In other words, modest 
acceleration.

I guess this is in line with the manufacturers’ 
intention and will vary from vehicle to vehicle. 
However, I can assure you from personal 
experience that many 4WDs can overcome this 
deficiency and have the potential to unleash 
hidden performance that could very well 
surprise you.

I’m not talking about pricey and complicated 
things like super-charging your petrol monster 
or increasing the size of the turbo on your diesel 
ute. I’m taking about fitting an electronic throttle 
controller to a modern 4WD.

A throttle controller is an intricate yet 
inexpensive device that ensures the best throttle 
response for any driving situation or driving 
style.

It’s a powerful and very useful device, yet 
it’s very easy to install, use and benefit from. In 
simple terms, a throttle controller adjusts the 
voltage of the DBW unit, which allows the driver 
to tune the response from the accelerator, which 
greatly reduces any throttle lag or delay. In the 
world of 4WDers, it instils some WOW factor!

Nutsand

BOLTS

 “A THROTTLE CONTROLLER IS AN INTRICATE YET INEXPENSIVE 

DEVICE THAT ENSURES THE BEST THROTTLE RESPONSE FOR 

ANY DRIVING SITUATION OR DRIVING STYLE.” 

Stay focussed and clear of mind  
during any tricky objective, regardless 

of technology upgrades

Four wheels good, three wheels OK, 
two wheels, not so good



Improved suspension,
wheels and tyres.
Improved appearance 
Overall weight decrease

PIONEER
CAMPERS Next-level o� -road, 

o� -grid excellence

For more information on Pioneer Campers or
Trakmaster O� Road Caravans contact

www.pioneercampers.com.au
www.trakmaster.com.au

or call 1800 809 194
Victoria

Pioneer Campers
29-31 Waldheim Road
Bayswater VIC 3153
Ph: 03 9720 0822

Western Australia
Dirt N Beyond Caravans & Campers

20 Berriman Drive
Wangara WA 6065
Ph: 08 9309 5501

South Australia
The Dirt O�  Road Campers

26 Light Crescent
Mount Barker SA 5251

Ph: 08 8391 6274

Pioneer are now part of a team able to o� er a full 
range of products; from basic campers to fully 
customised caravans and everything in between.

So whether you’re someone new to our brand or an 
existing customer looking to upgrade, Pioneer has a 
product that will suit your needs.
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CHOOSING A THROTTLE 
CONTROLLER
I’d had a throttle controller in my previous 4WD 
for over five years and I knew all the benefits of 
fitting one, as it was easily one of the best and 
most satisfying modifications I’d ever made. It 
transformed my Jeep to another level. So I didn’t
hesitate to get another one, to be fitted to my 
new Wrangler.

Throttle controllers in Australia have been 
a popular add-on since about 2012 and are 
available for most conventional and 4WD 
vehicles built since the beginning of this 

Nutsand

BOLTS

on the market but when it came time to pick
one, I didn’t hesitate in choosing iDrive (www.
idriveaustralia.com.au) for my requirements.

Their throttle controller had been very 
satisfying in my previous 4WD and many of my 
mates speak highly of them too. iDrive have 
been in Australia since the beginning and are 
now respected as the leading supplier of throttle
controllers Down Under. While I may not fully 
understand claims like “It delivers a sharper 
throttle curve”, what I do know is that it simply 
works.

So after checking iDrive’s website and using 
their online shopping cart, my new iDrive was 
delivered next day by express post. The iDrive 
interface/unit is the same for all vehicles, but the 
patch lead is different based on the model of 
vehicle you select. If in doubt, a quick phone call 
to iDrive on 03 8740 1170 will confirm availability 
for your model. I’ve been led to believe that 
there are over 400 vehicles that can benefit 
from an iDrive device.

The unit is so nicely packed and presented 
that at first glance, I thought I’d had been sent a 
new iPhone!

I'm sure there was a road here 
somewhere?

 The express post to my door was a nice touch

Delivery in a nice box — I thought it 
was a new iphone

What's inside will look similar for most vehicles only the connectors will appear different
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INSTALLATION
The beauty of the iDrive unit is the simplicity of 
installation and use. Anybody can do it and it 
requires no tools (well, almost no tools) or great 
skills, except perhaps a torch and some dexterity 
to access under the dash near the accelerator.

A plastic panel remover or small screwdriver 
may help prise apart any stubborn connectors. It 
is literally an under five minute undertaking and 
does not need any modification to body panels 
or dash. What’s really surprising is the fact you 
can easily remove the iDrive if you wish, leaving 
no evidence that it had ever been there. I doubt 
you would.

The iDrive consists of the unit body, half the 
height of a standard match box, and connecting 
wire, with the plug-in interface specific for your 
model vehicle. One thing I’m pleased about is 
the sturdier insulated wire, compared to my 
previous model, which — even though it never 
failed me — had a very thin and flimsy cable that 
was tricky to secure and was excessively long for 
some strange reason.

The first thing to decide is where to place the 
main interface such that it remains accessible 
from the driver’s position, even though it’s not 
a device you need to interact with on a regular 
basis. It’s mostly a set-and-forget device (but 
more on that later). For me, I found a position 
on the right of the steering column, but perhaps 
left handers may use the other side. Pick you 
preference, clean the area with the supplied 
swipe, peel the double-sided tape and carefully 
place it in position. You don’t want to it to 
interfere with other vehicle controls.

Nutsand

BOLTS

1. The iDrive interface is best placed close at hand

2. Just a single screw holds the entire
 assembly to the firewall

3. Removing the entire assembly 
allows easier access to the connector

4. The connector once removed from 
above the accelerator pedal



Ph: 07 5338 7204 
WWW.RHINOMAXCAMPERS.COM.AU

Remote ready
& independent

with
self generating

energy
capabilities

STAND ALONE
FREE CAMPING
GO WHEREVER YOU WANT

Rhinomax o�-road hybrid camper range

Engineered & built in Australia
Frameless composite construction
Fully sealed & totally dustproof
Lightweight & easy to tow
4WD towing width (under 2m)

Leave the crowd behind - Explore beyond the bitumen
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Next, I carefully routed the wire between the 
steering column and the dash and temporarily 
laid it aside. The tricky part, if you can call it 
that, is to use agility of hand and body to detach 
the drive-by-wire plug/sensor, which is located 
near the top of the accelerator pedal. Personally 
I detached the pedal assembly (one screw) for 
easier access, but you may not need to.  

Depending on your model vehicle, you’ll 
need to squeeze the fastening clip and/or slide 
the locking tab before carefully separating the 
main loom from the pedal’s sensor. Using great 
care, I grabbed the iDrive’s wire/patch lead and 
inserted one end into the vehicle’s original wiring 
loom until I felt that reassuring click. This was 
followed with the same procedure with the other 
end, into the sensor on top of the accelerator. 
Then I slid the locking clip into place.  

Take care when making these connections 
that you align them straight-on. The connecting 
pins are quite delicate and the last thing you 
want to do is to bend any of these pins.

Once I was satisfied that the two connections 
were locked in, I used the supplied cable ties, 
plus a few of my own, to secure the excess 
wire so that nothing could be snagged or 
compromised. At this point the five minutes of 
hard work is done. Time for a cold beverage.

Nutsand

BOLTS

 “THE FIRST THING TO DECIDE IS WHERE TO PLACE THE MAIN 

INTERFACE SUCH THAT IT REMAINS ACCESSIBLE FROM THE 

DRIVER’S POSITION, EVEN THOUGH IT’S NOT A DEVICE YOU NEED 

TO INTERACT WITH ON A REGULAR BASIS” 

5. The red plug is where you'll 
find the interface

6. The iDrive fits between the pedal connector and the
 vehicle's original wiring

7. The connector has delicate pins, 
so take care when coupling

8. Secure the Idrive interface as best you 
can with the supplied cable ties



THE PATRIOT X-RACK

PA T R I O T C A M P E R S . C O M . A U / X 1 N
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USING THE iDRIVE
The iDrive’s interface consists of just two 
buttons and a small LED screen, making it very 
easy to set up and use. The supplied two-page 
instructions are pretty simple and can be easily 
understood by anyone. The iDrive stores your 
last settings and the first task is to inform it if 
you have an auto or manual transmission.

While there are three settings/modes plus off 
(off returns it to standard operation), I personally 
found for my 4WD that the Automatic Control 
(A.C.) option was the best and most rewarding 
for normal everyday driving. This unique feature 
chooses the best throttle response based on 
your accelerator position. It’s simply amazing 
at injecting extra wow into the 4WD with no 
lag in engine response when you press that 
accelerator.

Personally, I couldn’t see the need for 
economy mode, but others may be more 
enthusiastic in trying it out. As for the ultimate 
mode, while it’s fantastic and I could actually 
make the 4WD spin its rear tyres, I’m just 
looking for better throttle response when I need 
that extra kick for overtaking and managing 
everyday driving. While I’ve yet to personally test 
it, I’ve been led to believe that fitting a throttle 
controller is very worthwhile when towing, 
especially when taking off. FULL THROTTLE

But... not everything went to plan. After a few 
days I noticed the vehicle’s remote start would 
no longer work. A quick call to iDrive support 
confirmed that I’d been mistakenly sent an 
out-dated unit. The correct unit was on my 
doorstep the next day. Happy days.

4WDer’s needs may be different but I’m very 
confident the iDrive will deliver. It certainly 
does for me. I must emphasise that the iDrive 
does not increase the vehicle power output, 
but rather unleashes the latent potential of 
your 4WD. Even though iDrive don’t claim to 
improve economy, I personally found that 

because of it I altered my driving style, which 
seemed to improve the economy of my vehicle.

iDrive’s sales and support have been excellent 
for me, with both my previous unit and the 
current one. That’s why I think you should 
consider installing a unit in your 4WD.  

A highlight of choosing an iDrive unit is the 
lifetime warranty for the original purchaser and 
the 30 day return policy if you’re not a happy 
camper. I’m sure that won’t be the case... so with 
a generous return policy, why not give it a go? I’d 
be happy to hear what you have to say.

Happy Wheeling. CTA
Personalised facia for my American 
4WD friends with more coming soon

Showing A C for auto select suited me 

fine but choose your own poison.

Choose your line and advance steadily



MARLIN CAMPERS ARE
Light Weight:
Models start from 300kg

Easy Set Up:
1 Person Set Up in 2 minutes

Custom Built:
We only add what you need

0409 887 927 
12 Dyer Crescent, West Gosford, NSW 2250
info@marlincampers.com.au
marlincampers.com.au 

Affordable, super light & easy to set up
MARLIN CAMPERS

Campers from 

$5000 or $25 p/w
  on finance

SCAN FOR SET UP VIDEO
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The sou th  coa st  of  NSW is  a 
bu sy to ur is t Me cca, bu t just  
a fe w kil om etres  inland you 'll  
fi nd ver dant bu sh , rush ing   
mou ntain st rea ms, nea r-

de ser te d camps it es  and som e 
grea t 4WD to ur ing  .

HINTERLAND 
DELIGHTS

Words and pics Ron & Viv Moon

The interior of Alexander's Hut
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GETTING STARTED
Our travels had started a few days earlier 
when a good friend of mine took us into the 
little known Pambula Goldfields, just a few 
kilometres south-west of the coastal holiday 
town of Pambula. I had no inkling of these 
south coast gold discoveries until my friend had 
enlightened us and taken us into them some 
years back. With any knowledge forgotten on 
how to get there, I touched base with Ron (can't 
forget that name) and asked him again to guide 
us into the old mines.

The area around Pambula had first been 
settled by Europeans in the 1830s when the 
Imlay brothers grazed cattle on the river flats, 
with the town being established in about 1843. 
By 1856 there were five licensed hotels in the 
town catering for the thirst of farmers, graziers, 
loggers, bullock drivers and fisherman. 

In 1888 gold was discovered and the 
resultant flurry of activity created a boom in 
the town with shafts such as the Victory mine, 

the tradition of summer grazing and built 
the slab hut from local timber, hessian and 
corrugated iron. 

Bringing cattle to these leases though and 
living here was no walk in the park and the 
easy way we get here today and stay has 
little to do with the tough life these pioneers 
had to endure not so long ago. In the tough 
times, especially during the depression and 
WW2, rabbits helped sustain the family 
with, not only as food but also as cash flow 
brought on by selling the skins, used in the 
manufacture of the famous Diggers' slouch 
hat.

Today, the hut, now included in the 
national park, is surrounded by natural 
grasslands where roos and wombats are 
common, while eagles and other birds of 
prey glide on the thermals overhead. Near 
the hut is a small camping area and while 
extremely pleasant in good weather, it can be 
a bit exposed when the weather turns foul. 

Views for miles

Alexanders Hut came as a complete 
surprise. 

We had been touring the hills and 
ranges of southern NSW and had 

been wandering through the rather disjointed 
South East Forests National Park where, by 
more sheer luck than any sort of planning, we 
stumbled on the old building set in amongst 
some naturally cleared country on the highest 
ridges of this part of Great Dividing Range.

A hut had first been built here on these high 
plains, inland from Tathra on the south coast 
of NSW, in the 1890s by cattlemen bringing 
their stock up during the summer for the rich 
verdant grazing. In 1922 Alexander Robinson 
took over the grazing lease and continued

Checking out the old brick ovens
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In 1888 gold was discovered and the resultant flurry
of activity created a boom in the town

Still, with a little effort and some local
knowledge, you can find a number of ruins
dating from those days, including mill sites
with what remains of a five-head stamper, a
huge flywheel from a steam engine, assorted
machinery, dams still holding water, and ovens
used in the production of bricks for the many
buildings that once graced the field.

From there we headed inland along forestry
roads into a section of the South East Forest
NP and to the crest of Wolumla Peak. At 776
metres, the peak with its tangle of radio and
repeater towers nearby is the highest point for
some distance around and offers great views
of the surrounding forest and coast.

Weathered mine machinery

Looking down an old mine shaft 

Top Victory and the Morning Star producing 
gold that was reported at times to crush at 40 
ounces to the ton – a truly incredible amount! 

The deepest mine in the area soon reached 
to a depth of over 300 metres and within 
months of the discovery there were a number 
of crushing mills in the vicinity of the workings. 
Interestingly, only a little alluvial gold was ever 
won by individual miners working along the 
nearby creeks, while today, fossickers with 
metal detectors are having better luck for their 
trouble.  Most of the old gold mine shafts are 
fenced and all of the old mill sites have fallen 
into disrepair with most of their equipment 
plundered or having rusted away. 

ADVENTURES

SOUTH 
EAST

NSW
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Taking the scenic route 

Once again we had heard vaguely of some 
camping spots in the northern section of 
the park but could find little on the parks 
website, although the Hema map on my iPad 
at least had them marked. Parks though had 
closed off a few of the tracks in the immediate 

p p g g
verdant forest often dripping with ferns and 
other moisture loving plants. Hitting a major 
bitumen road we pushed west to wind through 
the Coolangubra section of the SE Forest NP 
and over some spectacular peaks along the 
lesser used and part gravel thoroughfare of 

Sprawling grasslands awaited us

Setting up  at Nunnock Swamp 



The Woolingbrah Inn. Well worth the effort to get here!

Heading south to Cathcart

vicinity, so our route took us through a variety 
of different landscapes varying from grassy 
woodlands, dry forests, tall wet forests and 
natural grasslands to clear marshy areas 
around the Nunnock Swamp. 

The Nunnock camping area is located on 
the edge of a grassy clearing and once again 
it seemed to be rarely used. We picked a spot 
away from the overhanging branches of the 
big gum trees that overlooked the camp and 
settled in for the night. Grey kangaroos and 
swamp wallabies grazed the grasslands and 
nearby scrub while later that evening a rarer 
and little seen greater glider was spotted 
checking us out from high above our campfire.

A SURPRISE NO MORE
Next day we found Alexanders Hut and, 
vowing to return and camp there one day 
in the not too distant future. Afterwards we 
headed south to the small hamlet of Cathcart 
to find yet another old historic building I had 
been searching for.

The building had alluded my searching for 
hours on the web even though that is where 
I had first heard about it from a traveller's 
blog and, while there was a photo, there 
was no indication of where it was apart from 

We hea de d inland alon g fo res try roa ds  into  
a secti on  of  the   Sou th  Eas t Fo res t NP and 

to  the   cres t of  the   Wol umla Pea k
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'southern NSW'. I rang some 4WD mates who 
lived in the region and knew the area pretty 
well but all had the same reply: "Never heard 
of it!" Then I rang the national parks offices 
til’ I got to the Bombala branch where I was 
shuffled around for a time before some older 
guy said he thought the hut was on forestry 
land and I should ring them. When I did I was 
put through to the head forester, and bingo, 
we had the info we needed. The forester 
explained where it was located, just a few 
kilometres south of Cathcart, inland from 
Merimbula on the south coast of NSW.

It was more than just a hut though. Built 
in 1860 in the USA the building had been 
prefabricated and then shipped to Australia 
where it was erected in 1861 on what was then 
the main coach route from the coastal towns 
of Eden, Tathra and Merimbula to the once 
booming but short-lived Kiandra goldfields. 

Time for some relaxation!

Our campsite at Newtons Crossing

Telling us where we are

For info on the many national parks in the area and 
the latest alerts and info go to: www.nationalparks.
nsw.gov.au and to the required park.

For info on the forests in the region and the camping 
and four wheel drive opportunities go to: www.
forestrycorporation.com.au.

A useful guidebook to the 4WD tracks in the area is,
'4WD Touring South East NSW and East Gippsland' by 
Craig Lewis & Cathy Savage.

Travel Planner
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The rou te  climbs up a narr ow 
trail  be fo re dod ging   arou nd 
and be twe en grea t cas tle s of  

bo ulde rs 

incredible riches, most s gg ,
especially when the snow and cold descended 
in winter. 

The Woolingubrah Inn, as it was called, 
takes its names from the Aboriginal word for 
'windy place', which is more than appropriate 
as the inn was located on a exposed ridge 
of the Big Jack Range, much of which is now 
included in the Coolangubra State Forest. It 
is probably the only building of its type still 
standing in Australia and was restored by NSW 
Forestry nearly 20 years ago. Consisting of a 
bar, dining room, kitchen and six bedrooms, 
we sadly couldn't get into the building as it 
was locked up – next time I'll ask for a key!

SUPERB TRAILS
From there we poked our way south through 
pine tree plantations and then through more 
natural forest towards Pheasants Peak. Here 
the Wog Wog Trail, as marked on all the maps 
but now renamed by Parks as Pheasant Peak 
Trail, began. And what a trail it is, showing 
very little use by the amount of timber down 
and the lack of wheel marks. It was one of the 
things that continually surprised us with these 
trails in southern NSW, as we are more used 
to the well-populated tracks in the Victorian 
High Country; it came as both a surprise and a 
delight. A hint here: take a saw or an axe! 

This route climbs up on a narrow trail before 
dodging around and between great castles 
of boulders that dominate each and every 
crest til’ finally you get to the sheer rock maze 
and ramparts of the Pheasant Peak itself. We 
spent an hour exploring here, some of the 
more agile in our party making it to the very 
pinnacle of the rock towers while the rest of us 
were content to explore the crevices and mini-
canyons lower down in the labyrinth.

That evening, after following Wog Way 
and Wallaby Road we camped beside the 
Wallagaraugh River at Newtons Crossing close 
to the junction of tannin-stained Imlay Creek. 
It's not a bad camp but level ground can be an 
issue.

Trying to catch some lunch
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Cemetry for the victims 

of the Ly-ee-Moon Shipwreck

A little back from
the   lighth ou se 
you 'll  fi nd the   

st art of  the   'Li ght 
to  Li ght' wa lking   

trail 

Admiring Boyd's Tower

Eden Museum is a beauty!
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A PASSION FOR LIGHTHOUSES
For a change from our forestry rambles we 
headed for the coast at Green Cape. Most 
long-term readers of the mag would know I'm 
a bit of a tragic when it comes to lighthouses 
and the Green Cape light is grist for the mill. 
It's set in a dramatic setting surrounded by 
magical country, while playing testimony 
to our nations history. Along with that, its a 
pretty spectacular building, having been built 
in the early 1880's and in its day was the 
largest concrete structure in Australia. 

Just back a little from the lighthouse you'll 
find the start of the 'Light to Light' walking 
trail which can take you 30km to Boyds Tower, 
but we opted for just the short stroll to the 
cemetery to the 71 victims of the Ly-ee-Moon 
tragedy. Wrecked in 1886 this ship was one of 
many that came to grief along this stretch of 
nearby coast, the last in 1994 when a fishing 
vessel was wrecked with the loss of two lives.

That evening we set-up camp at Bittangabee 
Bay, a spot I hadn't visited for over 30 years. 
It was as stunning as ever, while the camping 
area was a little more formal and a lot bigger. 
Luckily there were only a few other campers in 
residence and we enjoyed the late afternoon 

The Sutnning Green Cape Lighthouse
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stunning as ever,
wh il e the camping
area  wa s a little
mor e fo rmal and a

lot  bigger

The wild coast of Green Cape

Friendly local saying hi

in the protected bay with roos everywhere 
and that evening around the campfire with 
possums and bandicoots paying us a visit. 

Next day we drove north on roads, that 
were, at their worst, extremely dusty to 
Boyds Tower, which stands on Red Point and 
has a fine view of the surrounding coast. 
In the 1840s Ben Boyd arrived at Twofold 
Bay (named by George Bass in 1797) and 
established his empire of wool, timber and 
whaling. Building a town called Boydtown 
in 1846 he built the tower that still bears his 
name. From here his whaling teams looked 
for whales which they hunted and processed 
nearby. By the late 1840s Boyd was broke 
and he’d done a runner to the USA, leaving 
behind a legacy that is still remembered and 
highlighted today.

Later, during the Davidson era of whaling 
at the beginning of the 20th Century, his 
men manned the tower and competed with 

ADVENTURES

SOUTH 
EAST

NSW

other whaling crews for the rich bounty that 
continued to swim past. Later, with a pod of 
killer whales assisting them, the Davidson 
crews became the only whaling team still 
operating from the bay. When the leader of the 
killers, Old Tom, died in the 1930s, the whaling 
era here came to an end and the last shore-
based whaling station in the whole country 
closed. The story of the unique partnership 
between men and killer whales is graphically 
told in the book Killers of Eden, while the Eden 
museum is one of the best local museums in 
the country. It displays the skeleton of Old Tom 
and offers a fine exhibition on whaling and the 
history of the town and area. 

Our last night on the south coast of NSW 
was spent in Eden but my thoughts continually 
went back to the delights we had discovered 
in the verdant hinterland. Will we be back? You 
better believe it! CTA
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Versatility of sleeping arrangement, Aussie-made construction and 
componentry, and dexterous offroad dimensions will have you whipping the 

Patriot X1-N along whatever goat track takes your fancy. Camper reviews the 
limited edition Desert Ops version. only 20 of these are available!

WORDS AND Pics Matt Williams

P RECISION
MILI TARY
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Gas bottle

Awning

FridgeFridge

Rooftop Tent

Storage

Pull-out
drawers

Pull-out cookers
bench & electronics

Toolbox
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MISSES
Mattress is a bit 
firm on iKamper 

tent option

Having to hook the 
gas bottle up to the 
kitchen each time 

HITS
X-Rack versatility

Aussie made 
quality

Offroad ability

Your choice of 
sleeping quarters

 “OVER AND ABOVE THE X1-N, THE DESERT OPS IS ALL ABOUT THE 

 COLOUR, THE RETRO VINYL DECALS AND THE 35” TYRES WRAPPED 

 AROUND 16” PCOR RIMS AND UPGRADED 12” ELECTRIC BRAKES” 

The Desert Tan MaxTrax have 
a dedicated place of storage

Earlier in the year, I got to take the 
2019-spec X1 camper trailer out for a 
weekend in the bush. By luck or good 
fortune, I managed to find myself back 

at Patriot HQ, this time hooking up their Desert 
Ops X1-N behind my ute.

The first thing you'll notice about the new 
Patriot X1-N Desert Ops is the colour. Going for 
that 'retro' feel, the team have chosen to use 
Sandy Taupe, a factory Toyota colour harking 
back to 40 series LandCruisers. The next thing 
you'll probably notice is the slightly more 
aggressive stance of the X1-N Desert Ops, thanks 
to it being fitted with 35” tyres. 

Apart from these couple of characteristics, 
the X1-N Desert Ops remains largely unchanged 
from the 2019 X1. 

DIGGING A LITTLE DEEPER
What does the 'N' actually stand for? Originally, 
I thought that it may have stood for naked! The 
reason why I thought that, is that if you see a 
standard X1-N, it doesn't have a tent up on top. 
In its place is the brand new, custom designed 
and built X-Rack. So, there's NO tent as standard. 
I have been reliably informed that this is where 
the 'N' comes from. Maybe I need to keep my 
mind out of the gutter?

Driving bush tracks in Queensland, with the lightweight 
Patriot cruising smoothly behind on airbag suspension



The jockey wheel and 
Cruisemaster D035 coupling
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The X-Rack has been designed to 
accommodate a wide variety of tents, including 
the hard shell James Baroud, the range of tents 
from iKamper and plenty more. If you so choose, 
you can forgo a rooftop tent on top entirely and 
strap a couple of swags or a standard tent up 
there for your sleeping needs. The rack can even 
be used for mounting other lifestyle accessories 
like a kayak, a bike or both.

And what about the 'Desert Ops' side of 
things? Firstly, it's a Limited Edition model, with 
only 20 to be produced. Over and above the 
X1-N, the Desert Ops is all about the colour, the 
retro vinyl decals and the 35” tyres wrapped 
around 16” PCOR rims and upgraded 12” electric 
brakes. Keeping with the theme, the Desert Ops 
Patriot comes with a set of Desert Tan Maxtrax 
mounted to the front of the storage locker on 
the drawbar. An individually numbered badge 
completes the list of Desert Ops specific extras.

BUILT AUSSIE TOUGH
The name Patriot Campers is synonymous with 
high quality and well built Aussie Made camper 
trailers. The X1-N is no different. Supporting 
the quality of workmanship that comes out 
of the Gold Coast factory are the non-Patriot 
components that go into making the X1-N; they 
more than hold their own.

Underneath, the Desert Ops rides on air. 
Literally. Airbag suspension, with twin shocks 
on each wheel, has been designed exclusively 
for Patriot, in conjunction with the team at 
Cruisemaster, specifically for the low Tare weight 
of the X1-N. This system is standard fitment. 

A close up of the X-Rack

Ready for set-up, after having
 located an ideal vista
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kept topped up at home and ready to go. A 
350W inverter is also fitted if you need 240V 
when out on the track.

Taking up residence underneath the camper 
are a pair of water tanks giving you 155L in total. 
They've been tucked up well out of harm's way, 
with the rearmost tank getting extra protection 
courtesy of a checkerplate shroud. All wiring and 
plumbing follow the chassis rails and both are 
mounted nice and high for maximum protection.

Keeping the trailer attached and articulating 
over the rough stuff is the DO35 V3 hitch from 
Cruisemaster, while an Anderson plug keeps the 
batteries charged while driving. A heavy-duty 
hand brake, jockey wheel and a pressurised 
water tap round out the goodies found on the 
drawbar. As an option, the drawbar can have an 
additional 200mm extension added at time of 
order. This is particularly handy if you own a tray 
back ute.

Finishing off at the back, there's a HD steel 
bumper with recessed LED lights and a full size 
35” tyre mounted to a swing-away carrier. Also 
found in the bumper are a pair of recovery 
points, along with a hitch receiver to mount 
accessories like a bike carrier.

 “AIRBAG SUSPENSION, WITH TWIN SHOCKS ON EACH 

 WHEEL, HAS BEEN DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR PATRIOT, 

 IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE TEAM AT CRUISEMASTER” 

And that Tare I mentioned, it’s low. Real low. At 
only 828kg, you've got a lot of payload to get 
anywhere near the 1600kg ATM. 

Such a low Tare weight is achieved firstly by 
the camper being a rather compact unit. At only 
3.65m long and 1.85m wide, it's not much bigger 
than a box trailer. But don't be fooled; those 
diminutive dimensions give it the upper hand 
when being dragged up and down tight and 
twisty tracks.

Secondly, Patriot have swapped out 
galvanised steel for any non-structural elements 
of the chassis. Instead, these elements are 
aluminium, to keep the weight down. An 
aluminium shell and self-supporting monocoque 
design reduces weight further. A ball weight of 
only 100kg is claimed for an unladen camper, 
making manoeuvrability at home or at camp an 
easy task.

Keeping with the use of homegrown products, 
the Desert Ops uses REDARC gear throughout, 
with the Manager30 Battery Management 
System taking care of the two 135Ah gel 
batteries. 

A solar input is pre-wired along with a 240V 
mains charging point to ensure everything is 

The airbag suspension is the
product of collaboration between
Patriot and Cruisemaster

After having levelled at camp you
can then reset to ideal ride height 
using this handy panel
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1. FIT FOR INTENDED PURPOSE

2. INNOVATION

3. SELF-SUFFICIENCY 

4. QUALITY OF FINISH

5. BUILD QUALITY

6. OFFROAD-ABILITY

7. COMFORTS

8. EASE OF USE

9. VALUE FOR MONEY

10. X-FACTOR

MATT WILLIAMSX1-N DESERT OPS

CTA RATINGS
PATRIOT CAMPERS 

The camper rides on 315/75R16 Federal
 Couragia M/Ts on 16in PCOR alloy rims

Aussie made and owned. There’s 12V 
outlets in convenient locations and also

 240V courtesy of the 350W inverter

Camp r
T

PATRIOT X1-N DESERT OPS
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SETTING UP AT CAMP
nce you've found the ideal spot to set up camp, 
ou soon realise another benefit of the airbag 
uspension. Not only does it provide you with 
ptimum ride quality, but it also makes levelling 
he camper a breeze. No need for levelling 

blocks or searching for the correct sized rocks 
here. When it's time to hit the road again, you 
can use the conveniently placed ride height 
reference marks located under the wheel arches 
o get the camper sitting just right.

Our Desert Ops specced X1-N was fitted with 
the latest X-Cover tent from iKamper. Given that 

s style of tent hadn't been fitted and used 
n an X1-N previously, we were prepared for a 
ouple of teething issues. Fortunately, the issues 
ere only minimal, and I'm sure by the time you 
ad this article, they’ll have been well and truly 

orted out.
The X-Cover tent is an absolute beauty, and 

sets up in a matter of minutes. Unzip the cover, 
attach the ladder, pull it open and you're 95 per 
cent of the way there. Pop in a few spring steel 
spars to help support the fly, roll up the windows 
and you're done. All the windows and openings 

Setting up the optional iKamper X-Cover tent

Yellow and white lighting 
illuminate the kitchen 
at night

Stay in control and up to speed with the REDARC BMS

PATRIOT CAMPERS 
X1-N DESERT OPS
TRAILER
Tare 828kg
ATM 1600kg
Payload 772kg (calculated)
Suspension X-Cruise Coil Suspension (fully independent 
with twin shocks and coil springs) by Cruisemaster
Brakes 12in HD Electric Drum Brakes
Coupling Cruisemaster DO35 V3
Chassis 3mm Galvanised steel 
Drawbar 3mm Galvanised steel 
Body 2.5mm powder coated aluminium
Wheel/tyre 315/75R16 Federal Couragia MT on 16in 
PCOR alloy rims six-stud

DIMENSIONS
Box size 2400 x 1850mm
Length 3650mm (hitch to tail lights)

ACCESSORIES 
Water 155L (between two tanks)
Kitchen Twin burner gas stove and grill
Battery 2 x 135Ah gel batteries

OPTIONS FITTED
iKamper X-Cover Tent and annex

PRICE AS TESTED
$48777.91 

BASE PRICE
$40990.00

ENQUIRIES
Patriot Campers
Address 1 Activity Crescent, Molendinar, QLD 4214
Phone (07) 5597 0638
Email sales@patriotcampers.com.au
Web www.patriotcampers.com.au

CTA SPECS

camper.hemax.com
 More pictures  Specs to compare
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have midgee proof screens to keep those nasty 
biters at bay. One thing I really liked was the use 
of the storm clears on the side windows. So even 
if it's pelting down with rain, you can still let the 
light in and see outside. 

The only negative I had about the tent was 
the mattress. It was a little bit firm, but nothing 
that a foam topper wouldn't fix. An annex is 
also available to add on to the tent, and would 
provide more than enough space for a couple of 
stretchers for the kids.    

With the tent set up, we turned our attention 
to the 270̊  awning. Mounted on a pair of gas 
strut-assisted scissor arms, the awning is quickly 
raised into position, before being unfurled to 
provide cover from the kitchen area to the rear 
storage compartments. There's still enough 
room for a couple of chairs to fit under the 
awning as well.

I mentioned before about a couple of teething 
problems with the X-Cover tent. Well, one of 
them was when the awning was set up, it fouled 
on a window hood at the rear of the camper. 
This meant that we had to drop the window 
hood to fit the awning off in place properly. 

 “THE X-COVER TENT IS AN ABSOLUTE BEAUTY, AND SETS UP 

 IN A MATTER OF MINUTES… EVEN IF IT'S PELTING DOWN WITH 

 RAIN, YOU CAN STILL LET THE LIGHT IN AND SEE OUTSIDE” 

Outdoor living at its finest

It’s pleasantly roomy up the top

Camp r
T

PATRIOT X1-N DESERT OPS
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Nothing major, and like I said, I'm sure it's 
already been sorted out by now.

A little bonus with the X-Cover tent is that it 
comes with its own roof racks mounted to the 
unit, meaning that you can fit a bike or kayak to 
the top of the tent during transit.

NEARLY TIME FOR DINNER
With everything set up in less than 15 minutes, 
we still had enough time to kick back and enjoy 
the last of the day with a refreshing beverage in 
hand before thinking about dinner. 

The kitchen of the X1-N hasn't changed from 
the X1, and really it's a pretty good set up, so 
why change it? There's plenty of preparation 
space thanks to the large fold down hatch with 
a stainless steel bench top. With the hatch open, 
you can access the dry food pantry storage, 
which consists of three pull-out drawers as well 
as the main electrical panel. 

Housed in this panel is the REDARC 
Manager30 battery management system, as well 
as a bank of rocker switches that control the 
internal LED lights, water pump and fridge (plus 
a few other bits and bobs). USB and 12V sockets, 
the water tank gauge and 240V circuit breakers 
can also be found on the main panel, meaning 
all electrical components are conveniently in 
one location. It is here where you also find the 
individually numbered Desert Ops badge.

A Bromic two burner stove and grill, mounted 
on a slide, takes care of the cooking duties and 
will get those sausages sizzling. One thing that 
I would like to see on the next generation of 
Patriot Campers is a gas outlet plumbed to the 

kitchen area. This would  negate the need of 
having to move and attach the gas bottle each 
time you wanted to use the stove. Keeping the 
kitchen and prep area well lit is a bi-colour (white
and orange) LED strip light mounted under the 
awning. 

Opening the second door gives access to the 
the fridge slide with telescopic slide out kitchen 
bench and sink (with plumbed hot and cold 
water). The fridge slide will take up to a 60L 
fridge, while additional storage for your cutlery 
can be found in the pull-out bench. 

KEEP IT SORTED
The team at Patriot claim over 2000L of storage 
space for the X1-N, and when you fold down 
the rear hatch, it's not hard to see how they 
reach that number. The rear storage is split into 
two, with a cavernous open section up top that 
will gobble up your camp chairs, solar panels 
or other large camping paraphernalia. Below, 
a full width pull-out drawer, which comes with 
supplied dividers, can be set up just the way you
want. 

Along the onside of the camper are two more 
storage compartments, with the forward-most 
compartment housing the Smarttek gas hot 
water system as well as the 12V circuit breakers. 
Located in the rear section is the inverter along 
with a convenient charging shelf for all of your 
electronic devices. 

Redesigned for the X1-N is the front storage 
box. This has been done to accommodate the 
variety of different tents available on the market. 
However, the functionality and look remain 

 “THE ADDED VERSATILITY OF THE X1-N, IN REGARDS TO THE SLEEPING ARRANGEMENTS AND X-RACK, 

 IS A BIG WINNER FOR ME. I THINK PATRIOT HAVE ACHIEVED WHAT THEY SET OUT TO ACCOMPLISH” 

very much the same. From standard, the front 
box starts life out as a utility space, but can be 
optioned up with an extra shelf or even a BBQ 
swing-away arm. Either side there is space for 
two 4.5kg gas bottles. Providing extra protection 
offroad, the front has been coated with Rhino-
lining to minimise damage from errant stones.   

THE FINAL WORD
With only 20 of the Desert Ops models being 
made available in the special retro theme and 
colours, you may have to get in quick if you like 
what you see. However, you can still purchase an 
X1-N in the standard range of colours if you do 
miss out. 

The added versatility of the X1-N, in regards to 
the sleeping arrangements and X-Rack, is a big 
winner for me. I think Patriot have achieved what 
they set out to accomplish.

In Justin Montesalvo's own words, “Not much 
has changed and we weren't out to re-invent the 
wheel. We just wanted to bring back some of the 
versatility of the earlier models.” CTA

The kitchen, including the fridge slide, 
which caters up to a 60L unit

Ca
T

PATRIOT X1-N DESERT OPS

One of the 20 disappears forever...



Trailblazer
Holden

• 5 Year Unlimited Km Warranty*

•  147kW of Power

• 500Nm of Torque

• Trailer Sway Control

• Duramax turbo diesel engine

• DuraGrip system including  
Helical Slip Differential (LSD)

• Shift-on-the-fly 4WD

*5 Year Unlimited Km Warranty from date of registration on new and demo vehicles registered on or after 1 July 2018.

The Holden Trailblazer is a tough towing machine made for your next 
Aussie adventure. With 3 tonne towing and a load of adventure-ready 
features, wherever you go and whatever you tow, you got this. 
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A step up from the standard tent setup



to increase campsite comfort, 
but as I discovered recently, 
there’s a lot to consider before 
you climb that ladder.

ELEVAT
YOUR GAME

ROOFTOP 
TENTS

All you need 
know about 
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WORDS Adam Jane

Ah, the simple life; canvas waving 
gently in the breeze, dappled sunlight 
swirling across the roof of your 
tent as campsite trees sway in the 

morning air. Laying there, it occurs to you that 
you pitched your shelter on top of a tree root 
last night after arriving in the dark. The dull 
ache it causes sharpens as you deflate your air 
mattress and develops into a stabbing pain while 
stuffing your tent into its impossibly small bag.

I’d wager anyone who regularly spends time 
outdoors has a similar anecdote. Those of us 
who find solace in weekends out bush and 
are drawn to remote places, have no doubt 
entertained thoughts of upgrading to a more 
comfortable camping set-up. A little while ago I 
began having such thoughts on a regular basis 
and before too long, it was time.

Once you start weighing up the options, 
you’ll realise that there are many, but a quick 
assessment of your situation can reduce the 
playing field significantly. I was able to rule out 
towing almost immediately. Since I was living 
in an apartment with no garage and very little 
storage space, a camper trailer didn’t seem 
practical. I briefly looked into camper-vans, but 
the idea of driving a van every other day didn’t 
appeal. Besides, I already had a 4WD that I 
wasn’t keen to get rid of.

There's no better way for a quick and easy campsite

ROOF TOP TENTS
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mattress – some even have lights and charging 
points – they’re a perfectly pleasant place to wait 
out the weather if things turn gloomy.  
  
The Downsides 
The ladder will be an instant no-no for some, but 
there are also little things that you may not have 
considered, such as figuring out where to put 
your shoes or what, if any, of your luggage can 
fit up there. Since installing my RTT, there have 
still been occasions where I’ve opted to pitch 
my dome-tent instead; generally because not all 
campsites cater to car campers.

Once your RTT is set up, your movements are 
pretty much restricted to your campsite. Unlike 
a trailer, which can be unhitched to free up the 
vehicle, a RTT will need to be packed away if you 
want to head out from the site.

Although the process is different for each design, 
the majority of RTTs are so simple that even the 
act of rolling out a swag will seem laborious in 
comparison.

Lumpy ground isn’t an issue and your 
footprint is no bigger than the contact surface 
of your tyres, so you don’t have to worry about 
inadvertently crushing in excess of four square 
metres of new plant growth – plus, the sleeping 
surface is always flat. With a set of stepped 
riser-ramps you can easily level your vehicle 
on uneven ground. You can relax at beach and 
riverside campsites up north without the threat 
of a saltwater croc creeping up to your tent 
during the night, and it’s a lot easier to keep the 
sand from invading space.

Heavy-duty construction and solid anchoring 
make good quality RTTs impervious to the 
elements and since most come with an inbuilt 

One of the big advantages of rooftop tents is their compact footprint

It didn’t take too long for me to decide that 
a rooftop tent suited my situation to a tee. 
And it’s not just me, there are plenty of other 
people choosing to upgrade (or scale down) 
to a rooftop tent lately, for all kinds of reasons. 
For some, the idea of having an all-in-one rig is 
important; offroad trailers are remarkably agile, 
but it’s always easier to get down a track without 
something on the hitch; or perhaps the family’s 
growing, in which case a rooftop tent (RTT) can 
pair nicely with a camper for added sleeping 
space.

The Upsides
Spoiler alert; I did buy a rooftop tent. It’s seen 
me through plenty of weekends away and a 
long-distance interstate haul and I’m convinced I 
made the right choice. One of the most obvious 
advantages is the ease of setup and pack-up. 

 “ALTHOUGH THE PROCESS IS DIFFERENT FOR EACH DESIGN, 

THE MAJORITY ARE SO SIMPLE THAT EVEN THE ACT OF ROLLING OUT 

A SWAG WILL SEEM LABORIOUS IN COMPARISON.” 
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Types of RTT
There are two main types of rooftop tent on the 
market: hard-shell or soft.

Hard-shell rooftop tents have a solid housing 
that lifts, sometimes hinged on one end. They 
open with the help of gas struts, winding handles 
or even electric motors, making them the easiest 
to set up and pack away. Their hard shells are 
reasonably aerodynamic, as well as durable 
and weatherproof. If you need a lot of space, 
however, hard-shell tents may not be the best 
option, since they tend not to expand beyond 
the length and width of their shell (there are 
exceptions). This also means they take up the 
whole roof and tend not to leave any extra room 
to store things on roof racks.

Soft rooftop tents are more akin to traditional 
canvas structures that fold out and expand. 
They come in various sizes, some of which can 
accommodate four people, but tend to take a 
bit more time to set up and pack away. Since 
they fold up, they leave room on the roof for 
additional storage, though they tend to be quite 
tall when packed and their boxy shapes cause 
more wind drag. In general, soft RTTs are a bit 
more versatile but slightly less durable than 
hard-shells.

MATERIALS AND 
CONSTR UCTION
Textiles
At a glance it can be hard to discern the 
strengths and weaknesses of various tents. If 
you’re serious about getting the best bed for 
your buck, then looking closely at how it’s made 
and what it’s made from can reveal a lot.

Whether you’re after a soft or hard-shell RTT, 
there will be textiles involved. Each different 
fabric has benefits and draw-backs, and may suit 
different campers according to their habits and 
the places they go.

Cotton canvas is heavy and durable, it’s 
breathable, insulates well and its tight weave 
makes it waterproof without the need for 
additional coatings or finishes. Cotton can 
be expensive, however, dries slower and is 
susceptible to mold and mildew.

Nylon and polyester are lightweight and 
require less maintenance than cotton. The 
downside is that they don’t breathe so well 
(they get hot in the sun and will build up more 
condensation in the night), require chemical 
coatings to keep out water and flap around 
in the wind a lot. The difficulty in determining 
the quality of synthetic tent fabrics is that 
their weather-resistant properties are largely 
dependent on the kind of coating applied by the 
manufacturer, not just the way the material feels 
in your hand.

A poly-cotton blend will offer degrees of the 
advantages and disadvantages of its constituent 
parts. Blended materials are common for 

Hard-shell roof top tents are quick and easy to 
set up or pack away ROOF TOP TENTS

A little extra room can go a long way on family trips
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rooftop tents (anything in the range of 260-
320gsm will provide a good balance between
weight and durability). My tent uses a 300gsm
poly-cotton canvas and has been comfortable in 
low-single digit temperatures without gathering 
much condensation, it holds up well in a 
downpour and doesn’t shake in the wind.

One way to determine a tent’s ability to keep 
you dry is its Hydrostatic Head (HH) value. 
Without getting too bogged down on the detail, 
any tent with 3,000mm HH will do the job, 
but the higher the number is the better. Go for 
something in the region of 5,000 to 10,000mm 
HH, you'll be able to ride out a storm in complete 
comfort.

Another key indication of quality is the way 
the seams and zippers are finished. All seams 
should be double stitched, taped and sealed to 
prevent water ingress. Zips should be covered 
with gutters or flaps to stop water from running 
across them and seeping through.

Mesh panels are important for ventilation and 
keeping insects out of your sleeping space. A 
quality tent will have exceptionally fine mesh, 
with small holes that prevent any insect invasion.

Solids
Soft tents need a good quality cover to protect 
them from water and the ravages of UV 
when packed up. These should be made from 
something more substantial than the tent itself, 
and since they’re not required to provide the 
same comfort can be much more utilitarian. 
PVC coated material upwards of 500gsm are 
common.

Some tents are made on a wooden MDF base, 
some use sheet metal and some are plastic, but 
by far the best strength to weight comes from 
honeycomb or extruded aluminium panel, which 
has the bonus of good insulation.

When looking at hard-shell tents, you’ll 
also encounter a variety of materials. Metal 
panels are strong and weather resistant but 
will add a lot of weight. Fibreglass and fibre 
reinforced plastic are common, as they allow 
for aerodynamic shapes and can be easily 
reinforced, where simple plastic shells tend to be 
flimsier.

 “WEIGHT WAS A BIG FACTOR WHEN IT CAME TIME TO CHOOSE A 

ROOFTOP TENT, AND I’D HAZARD A GUESS THAT IT’S THE MOST 

COMMON AREA IN WHICH PEOPLE DROP THE BALL. RTTS ARE HEAVY.” 

What better way to get out under the stars?
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...And packed down ready to travel

Your editor's own setup on display... ROOF TOP TENTS

You probably want to know what I chose, right? A false 
start saw me attempting to purchase a cheaper tent 
through a large outdoor retailer, which essentially fell 
through as a result of poor customer service. That lack-
lustre experience motivated me to up my budget and go 
for the one I really wanted; an iKamper Skycamp 2x.

The crew from the Australian distributor, Difta 
Campers, were easy to deal with and the tent itself 
ticked all the boxes. It’s comfortable, sleeps two people 
(there's also a four-person version available, called the 
Skycamp 4x), provides ample headroom when sitting 
upright and is built exceptionally well. The addition of a 
clear panel in the roof that allows me to see the stars, or 
it can be covered over for total darkness, is a favourite 
feature of mine.
www.drifta.com.au

GO ON THEN…

Weight
Weight was a big factor when it came time for 
me to choose a rooftop tent, and I’d hazard a 
guess that it’s the most common area in which 
people drop the ball. RTTs are heavy. At the 
lower end of the scale they weigh around 50kg, 
with the upper end nudging a staggering 100kg.

First, you need to know what the load 
capacity is for the roof of your vehicle. Putting 
weight on the roof of a car changes the centre 
of gravity and affects handling, braking and 
stability, and the structure of the roof is subject 
to dynamic forces when driving over bumps 
and corrugations. I’ve heard stories of people 
mounting tents that were too heavy and buckling 
the roof driving over corrugations.

When you get into the heavier end of the 
rooftop tent spectrum, many cars are simply not 
strong enough to support them. Your vehicle’s 
handbook should tell you the maximum roof 
load you’re allowed but if it’s not in there, 
contact a dealer and find out before you load up. 
Between 50kg and 80kg is common for urban 
vehicles, a handful of 4WDs get up to 150kg 
and there are a handful that go above that. 
In general, common 4WD models have a roof 
capacity of 100kg-plus. A Subaru Forester will 
even do the job at around 80kg.

This does not, however, mean that the weight 

The largest RTT options fit the whole family



 “IF YOU’RE PLANNING TO TAKE YOUR RTT ON ANY SERIOUS TRIPS, THE 

MERITS OF QUALITY WILL QUICKLY REVEAL THEMSELVES.”  
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PICK OF THE BUNCH
As you may have noticed, I did a lot of research when 
I was looking to buy a rooftop tent. On top of all the 
reading, I took every chance I got to approach rooftop 
tent owners for their two-cents, and I was also lucky 
to be able to see many of them in real life at various 
outdoor shows. I discovered that there loads of great 
products, many of which I might have ended up buying 
had my own needs been different. Here are a few of the 
others that stood out for various reasons:

FOR FAMILIES
Darche have a huge range of affordable, family-sized 
tents that can be matched up with a variety of annexes 
and awnings to create large, functionals spaces.
www.darche.com.au

FOR POST-APOCALYPTIC 
SURVIVAL
Alu-Cab make ultra-tough checker-plate aluminium 
tents are likely to outlast the cars they're mounted on.
www.ironman4x4.com

FOR TECHNOPHILES
Backtrax make a tent that has remote control opening 
and is fitted with Bluetooth speakers, plus it has solar 
and an independent battery to keep your gizmos 
charged.
www.backtrax.com.au

FOR THE WEIGHT CONSCIOUS
Bundutec's Moremi Extreme Lite V2 is a svelte little 
number that weighs in at 42kg – that's only two jerry 
cans-worth.
www.bunductec.com.au

FOR A CUSTOM JOB
Hannibal Safari are an Australian manufacturer who 
will happily customise their designs and build a one-off 
to suit your needs.
www.hannibalsafari.com.au/

of a rooftop tent plus two sleeping adults will 
destroy your car. A vehicle’s roof loading limit 
refers to the amount of weight you can have 
on the roof while driving. Stationary loads don’t 
exert anywhere near as much stress, so they can 
be considerably higher. If the combined weight 
of your tent and roof racks is within the vehicle’s 
load limit, you’ll be fine up there.

Despite my vehicle being capable of 150kg 
roof load, in the end I purchased a tent that 
weighs a relatively scant 55kg; why add more 
weight than necessary? The more you add, 
the lower your fuel efficiency, the quicker your 
tyres will wear out and the lower your payload 
becomes. Keep in mind that exceeding vehicle 
weight limits – roof load, payload, GVM, etc... 
– is illegal and can void your insurance, not to 
mention get you in a lot of trouble.  

Mounting
Most rooftop tents can be mounted to flatbed 
or crossbar roof racks, although there are some 
newer kinds that don’t require roof racks and 
mount using specially made brackets – a great 
idea, but they don’t make brackets to fit all 
vehicles. Roof racks are designed with maximum 
load ratings as well, so you’ll need to make sure 
yours are strong enough for the tent, and off-
road capable if you plan on heading that way.

Once the roof racks are in place, the tent can 
be secured with a few simple brackets, getting 
the tent onto the roof is the hard part. I wanted 
a tent that I’d be able to mount at home, without 
needing a fork-lift or some elaborate pulley 
system, and my 55kg tent was easy enough for 
two people to lift the two-and-a-bit metres onto 
the roof. After the initial haul it was straight-
forward; the brackets slid easily into their 
channels and we cranked the nyloc nuts until 
the bottom brackets bowed slightly. One extra 
step we took on my install was to cut up an old 
bicycle inner tube and slip squares of rubber 
between the brackets and roof racks to dampen 
vibrations.

Easy setup means more time to relax
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If you have access to equipment that can lift
a heavier load onto the roof, it’s an easy job.
Otherwise, purchase locally and it’s possible to
install it at the point of purchase for a small fee.

Availability
Before you go getting all hot under the
collar for a particular tent that appeared in a
Google search, remember that not everything
is available down under. Unlike day to day
products that are easy to buy online, RTTs
are cumbersome to ship. Some companies
offer freight options, while others require you
organise it yourself; either way, it’s likely to be an
expensive process. And don’t forget you’ll have
to pay GST once it arrives.

The easier way to buy is from a local
manufacturer or distributor. Not only will it save
you the effort of having to bring one into the
country yourself, but you’ll benefit from after-
sale care.

Price
You can spend anywhere from $1000 to $6000
for a brand-new tent, or you may be able to grab
a bargain second hand. Remember to factor in
the cost of roof racks if you haven’t got them
already.

Regarding rooftop tents, and outdoor gear
in general, price is often an indicator of quality
– although that’s not to be considered gospel.
Do your research, read reviews and ask those
who’ve already made the purchase whether
a brand is worth the coin, then splash out for
the best you can afford. If you’re planning to
use your RTT regularly or take it on any serious
trips, the merits of quality will quickly reveal
themselves.

Caring for your RTT
Once you’ve forked out the shekels for a top
of the line tent, keeping it in good condition is
a worthy endeavour, and a simple one at that.

An RTT can go anywhere your 4WD can

Ensure you let it dry before packing it away for 
long periods. This might mean setting it up in 
the driveway at home on a sunny afternoon. If 
any mold or mildew does form, scrub as much 
of it off as possible with a stiff brush, vacuum 
the area to remove spores, then wipe the area 
clean with a sponge, water and non-detergent 
soap. If that doesn’t do it, try a commercial mold 
removing product.

I like to tighten the mounting bolts and roof 
rack fittings before and after I go on trips or big 
drives, just to be on the safe side.

Depending on the design of your tent, you 
may also wish to adjust the latches to ensure 
they’re sealing properly and apply sealant or 
water-proofer to fabrics every once in a while 
(especially the seams, if they aren’t thoroughly 
taped). Any canvas damage can be patched up 
using an off-the-shelf kit, or you can have it done 
by a professional; in the short term a bit of gaffer 
tape can plug temporary leaks. CTA

ROOF TOP TENTS



KNOW YOUR BATTERY

limits

thunderauto.com.au

#thunderauto

Whether you’re running auxiliary batteries in your 
4WD or camper trailer, Thunder s full range of battery 

management accessories will keep you on the go. 
Ke  an eye on your voltage, battery capacity and time 

to empty with Thunder’s Battery Monitor. Easy mount 
and secure fitting will enable fixture to any surface. 

Whether you’re running auxiliary batteries in your 
4WD or camper trailer, Thunder’s full range of battery 

management accessories will keep you on the go. 
Keep an eye on your voltage, battery capacity and time 

to empty with Thunder’s Battery Monitor. Easy mount 
and secure fitting will enable fixture to any surface. 



man’s 
Family
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This 13ft pop-top sleeps six or seven, takes on offroad tracks for breakfast, and packs a whopping 
300Ah of battery power. Thoroughly equipped without having to add on options, you could hitch up at 

the factory, hit the road and show your kids the best of Australia, just like that.
WORDS and pics Sam Richards

Family van
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The rear extension fully set-up, with the two spare 
wheel carriers dropped. In our enthusiasm we didn't
realise one of these was resting on the numberplate

 “THE ABILITY TO CONFIGURE FOR FIVE OR MORE ON PERMANENT FIXTURES 

 (RATHER THAN FLOORSPACE) IS WHAT MAKES THE RAPTOR X13 EXPLORER 

 UNIQUE. A KEY FACTOR ENABLING THIS NUMBER IS THE FOLD-OUT REAR, 

 WHICH EXTENDS THE LIVING SPACE OF THE 13 FOOTER TO 16 FOOT” 

SIX-BERTH. DID I HEAR THAT 
RIGHT?
Indeed you did. The Raptor X13 Explorer can be 
configured from a three-berth up to a seven-
birth, but as we saw it, it accommodated six. 
The ability to configure for five or more on 
permanent fixtures (rather than floorspace) 
is what makes the X13 Explorer unique. A key 
factor enabling this human cargo is the fold-out 
rear, which extends the living space of the 13 
footer to 16 foot.

After going through the usual rigmarole of 
hybrid set-up — putting down the ARK XO 750 
jockey wheel, unhitching, and dropping down 
the four stabiliser legs — you head to the back 
where the magic happens. You release and drop 
down the two spare tyres, then lower them 

Explorer, Swag’s family-friendly six-berth hybrid 
priced at $39,990, he pointed out a tinny on 
the water and said: “We used to pull drag nets 
through creeks like this in North Queensland. 
You wouldn’t do that anymore. Too many crocs.”

It was clear Adam felt a hint of nostalgia for 
the Northern wilderness — even if business 
and family mean he can’t get up that way as 
frequently as he once did. 

His priorities have shifted and now he’s more 
focussed on helping others take on the North. 
In particular, he and the broader Swag team 
want to empower the oft-forgotten but bulky 
demographic of family men and women with a 
flock of kids to accommodate.

Hence the hybrid standing on the banks of 
Coochin Creek.

As a Melbournite, I savour any chance 
to get up north — so I felt blessed to 
find myself on the banks of Coochin 
Creek recently. 

This waterway flows into Pumicestone 
Passage, the narrow channel between Bribie 
Island and mainland Queensland. And it’s rather 
pretty. Crab pot floats bobbed on the leaden 
water. Midday sun sent fragments of light 
dancing over the ripples and cast the shadows of 
mango trees onto the banks.

I was there with Adam Mathieson, General 
Manager of Swag Camper Trailers, who lives up 
this way himself. It was interesting to hear Adam 
reminisce fondly about areas even further north; 
we all seem magnetised towards the equator. 

As he ran through the set-up of the Raptor X13 
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smoothly on gliding gas struts until they rest on 
the ground. This makes it easier to change the 
spares as well.

Folding out the rear extension is much easier 
than it looks. You unclip the main door, fold it up 
to create the roof, bring out the side doors one 
at a time and secure them, fold down the base, 
lift up the back wall and clip it in at the top. Voila!

To continue the set-up you unclasp the pop-
top on the outside; it’s a little awkward to do on 
the awning-side if you have the oversized awning 
(though you can opt for a shorter awning). Then 
you head inside and fold the main mattress out 
into the created space of the rear fold-out, then 
push up the pop-top on both sides.

That simple set-up takes about five minutes. 
The bunks, which stay in position when packed 

Family fun in the dinette, as seen from the 
end of the queen bed. The dinette converts 
into a sleeping space for a youngster. 
Note the ladders up to the bunks

The queen bed, with bunks at the top on both
sides and optional aircon hovering above it all

Ca
T

SWAG CAMPER TRAILERS 

RAPTOR X13 EXPLORER

HITS
Empowers an oft-
forgotten market 

segment

Accommodates 
a family of six 
or seven, with 

permanent 
fixtures

Value price for 
inclusions

Straightforward 
set-up

Just about 
everything you 

need is standard

Compact for 
its berth and 

inclusions

300Ah of battery 
capacity topped 

up by 300W solar
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down, are ready to go. They hover over both 
sides of the queen sized main bed, measuring 
180cm long by 60cm wide. If you need to get 
them out the way, say to access the batteries 
under the bed, you can push them up on gas 
struts, into the space made available by the 
raised pop-top.

The other two sleepers sleep near the entry. 
Both sleep perpendicular to those sleeping in the 
main sleeping section, one on another mattress 
across the toe of the sleepers and the other to 
the left as you enter, where you sit in the dinette. 
You can also add another bunk to the front 
section to create sleeping for a seventh person.

Due to the limited space, there are a few 
small compromises. Getting in and out of the 
top bunks via vertical ladder may be tricky for 
kids with developing motor skills, and space 
may be limited as they grow towards adult-size 
— but growing tackers may be keen to sleep 
in their own swags by this stage, anyway. The 
mattresses of the bunks are also firmer, being 
foam, but most kids — who unlike Mum and Dad 
don’t keep a stockpile of lumbar spine X-Rays in 
their bedroom drawer — ought to cope fine.

All in all, Swag have managed, somehow, to 
keep the interior relatively uncrowded — a terrific 
design achievement. This is a genuine six-berth 
that could take two adults and four kids into the 
bush and genuinely accommodate them.

HOUSE OR HOME?
The X13 Explorer is very well-ventilated. There’s 
one window on the passenger side, one at the 
back on the fold-out extension, and two down 
the driver’s side. These can be opened fully, with 
midgee screen, or blacked out. Then, there’s five 
vented windows in the pop-top vinyl. You can 
even take the coolness to the next level with an 
optional DOMETIC FJ2200 reverse cycle air-con. 
Two bits of wiring running up through cable on 
the pop-top power this.

The Fiamma F45S awning goes out without 
heartache using your standard wind-out stick. 
The oversized awning offers a good amount of 
coverage over the fridge and kitchen sections 
and is ideal for outdoor relaxation. You can relax 
under here with the in-built bluetooth stereo 
with external speakers going. Alternatively you 

Adam single-handedly setting up the Fiamma F45S awning

This really couldn't be easier. The gas struts 
make the heavy tyres very light to lower indeed

Time to unwind!



 “SWAG HAVE MANAGED, SOMEHOW, TO KEEP THE INTERIOR  

 RELATIVELY UNCROWDED — A TERRIFIC DESIGN ACHIEVEMENT.  

 THIS IS A GENUINE SIX-BERTH THAT COULD TAKE TWO ADULTS AND  

 FOUR KIDS INTO THE BUSH AND GENUINELY ACCOMMODATE THEM” 

The slide-out kitchen with big windguards,

hot/cold sink and nearby fold-down side table

The kids enjoying camping. And yet, M/Ts in the 
same image! The dream of many a father, or mother!

1. FIT FOR INTENDED PURPOSE

2. INNOVATION

3. SELF-SUFFICIENCY

4. QUALITY OF FINISH

5. BUILD QUALITY

6. OFFROAD-ABILITY

7. COMFORTS

8. EASE OF USE

9. VALUE FOR MONEY

10. X-FACTOR

SAM RICHARDSRAPTOR X13 EXPLORER

CTA RATINGS
SWAG CAMPER TRAILERS 

Ca
T

SWAG CAMPER TRAILERS 

RAPTOR X13 EXPLORER

The Projecta charger and optional 1000W inverter
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SWAG CAMPERS RAPTOR
X13 EXPLORER
(WITH GENESIS OFF-GRID PACKAGE)

camper.hemax.com
More pictures  Specs to compare

TRAILER
Tare 1850kg
ATM 2600kg
Payload 750kg (calculated)
Ball weight 135kg
Suspension Independent coil spring with dual 
Monroe shocks
Brakes 12” electric
Coupling ARK 360 Offroad Hitch
Chassis 150x50x4mm
Drawbar 150x50x4mm
Body Fully welded aluminium frame with 
insulation and aluminium composite sheet walls
Cladding Composite sheeting
Wheels/Tyres Six-stud LT265/75R16 wheels, 
Goodride Radial M/T
Style Pop-top Hybrid

DIMENSIONS
Travel size 5.7m (L) x 2.05m (W) x 2.35m (H, closed)
Body length 13ft closed
Interior 1.9m x 4.1m when open
Awning size 4.5m x 2.8m (oversized) or 3.5m x 
2.7m (fitted)

ACCESSORIES
Gas 2 x 4.5kg bottles plumbed
Water 205L (two 85L tanks and one 35L tank), 
with Truma HWS and SEAFLO pump to external 
showerhead and sink tap
Kitchen Fully plumbed stainless steel kitchen slide-
out with four-burner and windguards, sink with 
hot/cold tap, extension bench
Battery Three 100Ah batteries, Projecta Pro-
Charge Charger, 1000W Pass Power Inverter 
(optional)
Solar 300W across three roof-mounted panels, 
with PWM solar charge controller

PRICE AS STANDARD
$39,990 + ORC

ADDITIONAL EXPENSES ON 
MODEL TESTED
Air conditioner $2,000
1000W Inverter $950

ENQUIRIES
Swag Camper Trailers
Address 7 Collinsvale St, Rocklea QLD 4106
Phone 1800 SWAG CAMPERS (792 422)
Email sales@swagcampertrailers.com.au
Web www.swagcampertrailers.com.au

CTA SPECS

could head indoors and chill in the dinette; it’s 
L-shaped, or arguably U-shaped if you count the 
bed across the toe with the ladders at its sides.

The stainless steel kitchen with stabilising 
leg slides out under the awning to reveal four-
burners and huge wind-guards. The Big Bad 
Wolf would do well to blow your flame out. To 
the cook’s left is a sink and space for dishes, with 
the tap heated by a Truma HWS and powered 
by a SEAFLO pump (as with the showerhead). 
Along the slide-out there’s various drawers for 
storage and a pull-out extends working space off 
the end. External LED lights keep this reasonably 
well lit at night. There's room for an 80L fridge 
near the front, on the other side of the awning.

To the left of the cook a side table folds 
down from the camper’s side, offering another 
convenient working space while cooking (though 
it blocks the sink if used this way) or a nice flat 
surface to put something down on when around 
camp. On this, there’s access to 12V and USB 
outputs.

We didn’t see the external shower ensuite on 
review day, but I could see where it slots into the 
slide-tracking, at the body height of the camper 
on the driver’s side near the press-operated 
shower-head with hot and cold taps.

The toilet can slide out into the internal living 
area, which is potentially convenient for kids who 
don’t want to go outside at night. However, I’d 
personally opt to use it in the external ensuite. It 
can be accessed on its slide-out from an external 
door, from where it can be placed into position.

Storage

Queen bed

Fold down
table

Kitchen

k 4 (optional)Bun
600 x 1800

Bunk 4 (option
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CAN IT SURVIVE THE NORTH?
The Raptor X13 Explorer features a lot of the
requisites for offroad travel through rough 
terrain. We put it to the task on a few washed-
out and lumpy logging roads in the state forests 
near Coochin Creek.

Upfront an ARK 360 offroad hitch rated 
to 3500kg enables a lot of flex, making for 
minimal feedback from the trailer and smooth, 
easy motion. The trailer rides high with a nifty 
departure angle, helped by the positioning of 
the door in front of the tyre. The rear fold-out 
enables a 13ft travel length, which helps with 
navigating tight bends and safe driving.

The dimensions of 5.7m (L) x 2.35m (H, when 
closed) x 2.05m (W) are more compact than 
many hybrids. The X13 Explorer is average for its 
category in terms of weight at 1.85 tonnes Tare, 
allowing for a calculated payload of 750kg up 
to the ATM of 2600kg. Meanwhile 135kg bears 
down on the ball. That ATM is getting a bit heavy, 
but it’s pretty common; most 4WDs are up for it.

Serious offroad punters may want to not 
include the air-con, which adds height, and to 
ask for a shorter awning, as the oversized one 
sticks out.

Everything rides nicely on independent coil 
spring suspension with dual Monroe shocks. 
Swag transitioned to these shocks based 
on customer requests. Now, given they’re 
commonplace in certain 4WDs, they are easy to 
source if they happen to fail.

It was bone-dry on our test day, so the 
Goodride Radial Mud Terrains weren’t fully 
exercised. They were like Babe Ruth mucking 
around in the Little Leagues. Their aggressive 
tread could find traction on much barer and 
slipperier surfaces than we encountered, and 
you could drive with the confidence that there is 
not one but two spares on standby.

On tighter tracks the scrub bars, or rock 
sliders, would keep the camper’s sides in good 
health. Checkerplate along the lower half 
protects the body from flicked-up rocks and also 
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Goodride M/Ts with branded mud flaps, riding on
 the independent trailing arm suspension with

 coil springs and dual Monroe shocks 

With plenty of storage room, you’ll be able to 
bring any toy, sports gear or board game you wish 

Camp r
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SWAG CAMPER TRAILERS 

RAPTOR X13 EXPLORER

 “ADAM SAID HE WAS TRYING TO CREATE A TURNKEY  

 PACKAGE, READY TO GO IMMEDIATELY AFTER PURCHASE.  

 THE HYBRID REALLY DOES HAVE EVERYTHING YOU’LL NEED 

 AND GIVEN IT COSTS $39,990, THAT’S PRETTY IMPRESSIVE” 
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g y
doesn’t suit you, or you think something is 
missing, you might be able to change it up or 
add it when you order.

The target audience for this hybrid is parents 
with three to four kids, parents who plan to 
grow or start a family, or parents who want to 
embrace the social life of their kids (camping 
sleepovers always were the best).

Ideally the kids along for the ride are young; 
when kids hit puberty or reach 15 it will become 
more crowded inside — but at this stage they 
might opt to sleep outside in a swag instead! For 
the younger years, this is an awesome offering 
that will make the kids enthused to go camping.

The brilliance of the Raptor X13 Explorer 
is that it fits many of the inclusions usually 
reserved for larger hybrids into a 13 foot unit 
— without becoming overly crowded. Adam 
told Camper that, with the Explorer, he was 
trying to create a turnkey package, ready to go 
immediately after purchase. The hybrid really
does have everything you’ll need and given it
costs $39,990, that’s pretty impressive. CTA

mounted across three panels on the roof; you 
can also charge via Anderson plug while driving 
or via mains power. All of this feeds through a 
16A 240V Projecta Pro-Charge charger. You can 
also add on an inverter — our review model was 
fitted with a 1000W Pass Power.

With the two tanks full you’ve got a 500L 
payload to play with and there are plenty of 
areas to distribute it. Heading down the driver’s 
side, there’s a high tunnel boot with its own 
lights with switches. Below this, there’s the major 
tunnel boot; the driver’s side slide features a 
box ideal for a generator, Weber Q or 55L fridge; 
above this, another drawer pulls out. On the 
other side of this boot we find the main fridge, 
up to an 80L EvaKool.

Further towards the back on the passenger 
side, is another low storage cavern and the toilet 
slide-out. There’s also another small slide-out to 
the left of the door on the passenger side.

Internally, three wide drawers slide out from 
under the bed. If you lift out the smaller mattress 
at the toe of the big bed you gain access to 
storage over the driver’s side wheel arch and if 
you lift the bed you find the batteries and can 
access one of the external storage caverns.

IS IT THE ONE?
The Raptor X13 Explorer was first launched at 
the tail-end of 2018 and is already in its third 
generation. It’s imported, but gas, electronics, 
240V, HWS and a lot of the componentry are 
done here in Australia. It’s customisable, within 

acts as the stoneguard.
The forward mudflaps ahead of the tyres 

will, to an extent, protect the underside from 
anything flying back from your 4WD’s tyres. 
Underneath, there was, on our model, a bit of 
wiring run in certain places but it was always 
tethered or attached to the camper closely and 
seemingly out of harm’s way.

Two recovery points at the back could save 
the day and your investment. Another great 
piece of protection is the five year structural 
warranty on Swag’s hybrid vans. Component 
warranties, such as on the shocks, charger and 
awning, are also covered by Australian-based 
companies.

WILL WE HAVE TO SCAVENGE 
FOR MUD CRABS?
The Raptor X13 Explorer will enable most folks to 
spend a week or potentially two weeks out in the 
sticks. Of course, it needs to carry a few more 
resources than other RVs, being a six-berth.

On the drawbar there’s two rings for 4.5kg 
plumbed gas bottles and two holders for 20L 
jerry cans. The aluminium box in between these 
fixtures folds forward and is pretty spacious and 
ideal for firewood or tools. In terms of water, 
there’s 205L across three tanks; two 85L tanks 
and a 35L tank.

The most impressive off-grid feature is the 
power arrangement. There’s three 100Ah 
batteries. Without you having to lift a finger, 
these stay charged thanks to the 300W of solar 

 “THERE’S THREE 100AH BATTERIES. WITHOUT YOU HAVING TO   

 LIFT A FINGER, THESE STAY CHARGED THANKS TO THE 300W  

 OF SOLAR MOUNTED ACROSS THREE PANELS ON THE ROOF” 

Storage in the tunnel boot up front on the driver’s
side. This box is ideal for a generator or Weber Q 
or alternatively a smaller second fridge

Ca
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RAPTOR X13 EXPLORER

Internal drawers slide out from 
under the queen sized bed

The box over the drawbar, along 
with jerry can and gas storage
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in Africa
The Bushwakka Bhoma doesn’t stray far from its 

South African roots. During Camper’s time scooting 
about the hot, arid bush, the Bhoma, at rest, was 

bright and fresh like a cool savannah breeze and at 
play, tough as a rampaging elephant.

WORDS Aaron Flanagan
PICS Aaron Flanagan 

& Sam Richards

Camp r
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HITS
Strong and able

offroad

Suprisingly
roomy

Beautifully
positioned gull-

wing beds

Generous
standard fitment

MISSES
Could do with more

storage

Slightly fiddly set-
up and pack-up

instance: Bhoma — tick.
Reluctantly, I snapped out of my reverie, 

scribbled some notes and stepped down into 
the generous hall-like space that runs between 
the Bhoma’s two side-folding beds. I stood and 
looked upwards. Space! Pleasant ergonomic 
space. I could’ve jumped up and down if I’d 
wanted. Shame the South Africa vs England 
Rugby World Championship final was still yet 
to play out. If it had of been scheduled during 
the testing period, we could have hooked a 
screen up to one of the Bhoma’s two 120amp/h 
deep cycle batteries or plumbed the fruits of its 
standard-fitted 140 watt solar panel, and tuned 
in. That would have really given us something to 
jump up and down about. And it would’ve been 

breeze prompted an easy realisation. On a hot 
day, when the blazing midday sun is at its zenith, 
the most important aspect of any camping set-
up is surely its capacity to provide a sanctuary of 
cool relaxation. 

The Bhoma is a high-set box-style offroad 
camper with generous, cleverly screened-off, 
breeze-funneling window openings down each 
side. Up there, lounging like a cooked King of 
Siam, about a metre and a half off the ground, 
I felt very much like I was in a super-luxe safari 
tent. I was immediately relaxed. It was a great 
shame I couldn’t kick off my boots and drift off 
for an afternoon snooze. To my mind this is the 
pinnacle of any interior camper test protocol: 
the camper’s ability to lull you off to sleep. In this 

Well designed and thoughtful arrangement of functions 

Relaxing up on one of the Bushwakka 
Bhoma’s generous gull-wing style 
double beds, a cool afternoon 
breeze felt damn good against my 

sunburnt face. I’d left my hat at home. It was 
a hot day; upwards of 30 Celsius. The sun had 
cooked my Melbourne winter moon-tan cheeks 
to a beetroot red. Cicadas were humming their 
relentless din. Amid the racket, my mind drifted 
back to basics, back to past experiences, back 
to moments of sublime camping peace and 
tranquility; and also to moments of sodden wet-
sleeping-bag-for-weeks mosquito cloud misery. 
As I lay there rubbing Nivea on my face, chewing 
the end of my pen and thinking about what 
impressed me most about the Bhoma, the chill 



fine. There’s ample headroom when standing 
at full height. I’m about 180cm and there was 
at least 30cm headroom above me. It's about 
2.13m floor to ceiling. 

KING OF THE JUNGLE
‘Lion’ is almost a byword for Africa. They also 
once ranged throughout Southern Europe, the 
Middle East and down into India. These days, 
due to habitat destruction and inevitable conflict
with its bipedal mammalian neighbours, if you 
fancy seeing a lion in the wild, you’ll have to 
drop in on a pride while on safari in sub-Saharan
Africa. But to see an African-style camper, it’s 
not so complicated. Rather than spending 12 
hours in a plane humming west over the Indian 

Sizeable front storage compartment

Ca
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Packing down the 180 Bush Fan awning. Two of these
 provide a spacious outdoor living area under shade

Ocean, buying a safari suit and pith helmet, then 
booking a safari from someone with a funny 
accent called Rudi, you can sample the South 
African way of appreciating the Veld here in Oz 
by taking a spin in a Bushwakka Bhoma. This 
top-of-the-range model from Bushwakka is the 
latest addition on the African take of offroad, off-
grid campers now available in Australia. 

BUILT LIKE AN ELEPHANT
The Bhoma’s fully galvanised chassis is fitted 
with a 2500kg axle and 2200kg leaf springs 
(1100mm), heavy-duty Safari shocks, Diesel 
Mags (supplied by WheelNation in Narang) 
with 265/65/17 Monsta Mud Warrior tyres. The 
Bhoma is clad in a composite of stainless steel 
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BHOMA MEANS ‘SMALL HUT’ 
At rest, the Bhoma is dominated by an  
enormous 360 degree awning that casts a 
massive footprint of welcoming shade. Many 
campers these days feature 270 degree awnings, 
but Bhoma custom manufacture their own 360 
degree unit. It creates a unique well-shaded 
outdoor liveability ecosystem rarely seen in 
comparable campers on the market. You can 
stroll front to back and all around witho t

“THE MOST IMPORTANT ASPECT OF ANY CAMPING SET-UP IS SURELY ITS 

CAPACITY TO PROVIDE A SANCTUARY OF COOL, CALM RELAXATION”

The Bhoma seen from the front. Note the mesh on the 
front box offering protection, the Knott coupling 
and the Howling Moon shower tent

your extraneous camp gear: extra swags, tent 
pegs, cleaning equipment, barbecue and fire 
equipment and whatever other odds and ends 
you may decide to bung in. LED lights are 
conveniently fitted on the underside of the lid, 
making rummaging for things easier after dark.

Along the back you’ll find the step-up entry 
into the camper itself and a fold out, drop down 
kitchen unit. The kitchen is beautifully organised 
and functional, with heaps of clever pantry 
storage solutions with all well postioned, at 
arm's reach from the BMS and hot water system
There's good storage for all manner of odds 
and ends, be it equipment for fishing or storage
compartments for climbing carabiners and rope
if that happens to be your game. Larger items, 
or gear for large parties with diverse outdoor 
interests may have to be stored in the vehicle.

On the left hand side as you face the back of 
the unit, beyond the fold-out bed, is the dual 
zone fridge slide-out. Again, in keeping with the
‘everything included’ maxim, the Bhoma comes
standard with a 90L fridge/freezer.

and aluminium, comes with a 4.5kg gas bottle 
and has 170 litres of onboard water. With this 
type of build quality, the Bhoma is perfectly able 
to handle the rough stuff. The Bhoma clocks in 
at a diminutive 1300kg Tare weight and packs 
to a 1700kg ATM, making it pretty nimble on the 
towball.

After meeting Bushwakka’s Johnny and 
Annalise, we drove to a bush proving ground 
nestled in the Gold Coast hinterland to give it a 
run through. The tow-tug hauled the unit with 
ease, over deep ruts, up inclines and around 
sharp bends. Together with the Bhoma’s 
relatively light tow weight, its abbreviated box-
style length greatly enhanced its towability. 
Especially when navigating tight tracks, bordered 
on all sides by trees; the Bhoma’s short overall 
tow length made it a nifty operator around the 
tight twisty tree-surrounded tracks.

ENOUGH SPACE FOR A FLOCK 
OF FLAMINGOS
The Bhoma’s bulbous nose cone is basically 
a large storage compartment for your all 

Compact and nimble on the tow
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Beautifully ventilated for a hot day on the tundra

The twin double side folding beds were a real
 winner. So peaceful and relaxing

1. FIT FOR INTENDED PURPOSE

2. INNOVATION

3. SELF-SUFFICIENCY

4. QUALITY OF FINISH

5. BUILD QUALITY

6. OFFROAD-ABILITY

7. COMFORTS

8. EASE OF USE

9. VALUE FOR MONEY

10. X-FACTOR

AARON FLANAGANBUSHWAKKA BHOMA
CTA RATINGS

Camp r
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g nd around your camper nice and
cool too. Perfect for those of us who like to go
barefoot when on holidays in summer. 

FANCY A BRAAI?
The kitchen is a simple affair, which, to me, is 
perfect. Good camp food, like food you prepare 
at home, depends on the quality of produce and 
the passion and mood of the chef. That's why 
those 'kiss the cook' aprons were invented, so 
I'm told: to keep the chef in a good mood.  Hot 
water to the kitchen and shower comes, again, 
as standard. 

TRAILER
Tare 1300kg
ATM 1700kg
Ball Weight 120kg
Suspension Heavy duty progressive rated 1.1m Leaf
springs, with Safari gas shocks
Brakes Mechanical
Coupling Knott
Chassis/drawbar 3CR12 Chassis
Body 3CR12 Stainless Steel and Aluminium Body
Wheels/ Tyres Diesel Mags, supplied by WheelNation 
in Narang with 265/65/17 MONSTA MUD WARRIOR 
Tyres
Style Off-Road Pop Top

DIMENSIONS
Body size (L x H x W) 2100 x 2100 x 1850mm
Length (hitch to camper tail light) 4350mm

ACCESSORIES
Gas cylinders 1 x bottle
Water 170L onboard capacity
Cooktop Dometic two-burner
Kitchen Unique fold-down kitchen design with
practically in mind. Comes complete with all crockery 
and cutlery to fit
Battery(s) 2 x 120amph Deep Cycle Batteries
Solar 140 watt
Fridge/ Freezer 80L dual zone slide out
Hot water system Hot water to shower and kitchen 
as standard

PRICED FROM
$49,500

ENQUIRIES
Bushwakka 4x4 Campers
Phone 0457 910 243
Email johnny@bushwakka.com.au
Web bushwakka.com.au

BUSHWAKKA BHOMA

camper.hemax.com
More pictures  Specs to compare

CTA SPECS

The Bhoma's hot water system

360 degrees of welcome shade



 “THERE’S AMPLE HEADROOM WHEN STANDING AT FULL HEIGHT. I’M ABOUT 180CM AND THERE  

 WAS AT LEAST 30CM HEADROOM ABOVE ME. INSIDE, IT'S ABOUT 2.13M FLOOR TO CEILING” 
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Superb, quickly accesible kitchenette comes 
fully stocked with cutlery and crockery
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The Bhoma on the move

The hot water system doubles as a mirror

IN SUMMARY 
The Bhoma and all other Bushwakka Campers 
come fully-loaded; simply pack clothes, food 
and, well, get going.

Johnny tells me that the brand new 2020 
model will feature greater emphasis on practical 
and easily accessible storage space.

Also, at the back left hand corner there 
will be a small fridge, 40-50L in size, near the 
kitchenette. This is in addition to the large 90L 
dual-zone slide out on the side. Above the 
rear fridge will be an additional food storage 
cupboard and inside left corner near the hot 
water system will be another food storage 
cupboard. The Bhoma is a camper that’s clearly 
been made with quality time off the beaten 
track in mind. Featuring beautifully ventilated 
screened-off and shaded window openings that 
uncannily direct cool breezes right where they’re 
needed and tough as a rhinos’ hide canvas for 
when the wintery heaven’s open up in a rude 
attempt to penetrate the sanctity of your home 
away from home. Hot or cold weather, it's a 
comfortable camper for all seasons. CTA
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 “THE TOW-TUG HAULED THE UNIT WITH EASE, OVER 

 DEEP RUTS, UP INCLINES AND AROUND SHARP BENDS. 

 TOGETHER WITH THE BHOMA’S RELATIVELY LIGHT 

 TOW WEIGHT, ITS ABBREVIATED BOX-STYLE LENGTH 

 GREATLY ENHANCED ITS TOWABILITY. ESPECIALLY 

 WHEN NAVIGATING TIGHT TRACKS, BORDERED ON ALL 

 SIDES BY TREES; THE BHOMA’S SHORT OVERALL TOW 

 LENGTH MADE IT A NIFTY OPERATOR AROUND THE 

 TIGHT TWISTY TREE-SURROUNDED TRACKS” 
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*conditions apply
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The name ‘Bluewater Lachlan’ conjures images of cleanliness and refined finish, and that’s
spot-on; but truth be told, this six-berth forward fold slide camper, with its huge airy

interior, offroad dimensions and quality components, is simply begging for a coat of mud.
WORDS Sam Richards Pics Marcus Cozzolino

Ca p r

BLUEWATER 
LACHLAN

MUDDY HEARTat
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brakes snaked up through the Trailblazer’s hubs, 
floating upwards like I’d made myself a cup of tea 
to wait out the moment.

All these peaceful symbols were soon to be 
utterly destroyed (tranquillity and 3500 revs per 
minute aren’t compatible). The moment started to 
fall apart with these crackly words: “Alright, we’re 
out. Come on through. Keep your momentum and
favour the left.”

ON THE TOW
We’d rocked up here towing from the outer burbs 
and then onto the unsealed. The Lachlan weighs 
1600kg Tare; you can load it up to 2400kg. At that
weight it’s not a fleet-footed child dancing along 
behind the Pied Piper, but it’s still pretty nimble.

The 4WD’s tacho occasionally pushed 3000 
revs, it took a moment to accelerate, and stopping 

From where I’d pulled up in the 
Holden Trailblazer towing a Bluewater 
Lachlan, I couldn’t see around the 
bend to where our videographer 

had bogged her Pajero Sport. I’d been given 
the word over the CB radios to stay put; 
Tim, driving an unburdened Trailblazer, had 
continued around the bend to help.

I sat awaiting updates. Tensing my ears 
for the faintest crackle, I heard instead drops 
of water pattering down from the trees 
surrounding the infrequently used service track 
through this state forest near Healesville. The 
same rains now trickling down had saturated 
the dirt track and turned it to a swamp.

The rich mud smell, mingling with the scent 
of damp wood, reminded me of a horse stable 
— in a nice, homey sort of way. Steam from the 

on muddy inclines was a bad idea. There’s more 
feedback and interplay between car and trailer, 
more push and pull, than with a lighter trailer 
(and less than with a heavier one). But as we 
were setting out to prove, the weight is by no 
means limiting.

The drawbar is long enough to make reversing 
a cinch, without making corners hard to round. 
The overall length of 5.49m, height of 1.6m (50 
to 90cm lower than hybrids) and width of 1.9m 
(similar to many 4WDs) ensure it’s easy to keep 
track of the Lachlan at all times. The camper’s 
body does a great job of playing ‘the floor is 
lava’; it didn’t kiss the turf once. Nor did the 
drawbar.

There’s a big stoneguard protecting the front. 
Only a few drawbar fittings for water and gas 
are exposed. Mind you, we saw a customer’s 
Bluewater when we picked up this Lachlan 
and their fittings were in perfect nick after a 
20,000km lap of Aus.

The suspension, which features Aussie made 
Lovell coil springs with progressive bump stops 
and twin Ride Pro shock absorbers, was firm-ish 
under the Lachlan’s weight, but dependable.
There was still a pleasing amount of absorption 
on the nasty stuff. 

And, other than in the worst of it, it was 
gloriously smooth sailing; I was thrilled to feel 
absolutely nada in the cab when the Lachlan 
went up and over a drainage mound behind me.

The McHitch 3.5 tonne auto tow coupling is a 
godsend that brushes aside steadily mounting 
slopes, sudden mounds, violent sideways 
gradients and deep ditches like they’re child’s 
play. It flexed to multi-dimensional angles all 
around the protractor without issue. Hitching up 
is a breeze, too; you just get the height right with 
the jockey then reverse on.

A/Ts and 12” AL-KO electric brakes round out 
the picture. 272km of towing in mixed conditions 
had the Trailblazer drinking 14.3L litres per 
100km.

Dual Ride Pro shocks softening the blows
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Thank goodness for the convincing 
approach angle of the high-riding Lachlan
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MISSES
Heavy-ish,

without being
unrealistically

weighted

Difficulty of access
to front and rear

boxes when set up

Full set-up is time-
consuming

HITS
Small travelling

dimensions
compared to a

van

Very flexible
McHitch coupling

Tall and airy
interior, with
free-flowing
ventilation

Ability to sleep
six, or four with
space remaining

A genuine
mansion when

fully set-up

Impressive
quality of finish

throughout

Stellar three-
burner kitchen

slide

The offroad details, such as A/T tyres 
and McHitch, keep the Lachlan’s 
2400kg ATM honest

SETTING UP AND DOWN
To set up you drop down the ARK XO 750 jo
wheel and four Manutec stabilisers. Release
three latches on both sides of the body, then
push up the forward fold with the assistance
gas struts, or attach the winch near the drawb
and haul it over. Alone I’d probably use the
winch, with a friend I’d lift it over.

With the unfolding motion the poles within
the canvas spread out and suddenly you have
semblance of your basic structure. You’ll strugg
to open your car’s boot now if still connected.

Dropping the rear section, which features a
tyre carrier and tool box, is easy thanks to an
extendable arm that gives you good control. Any

Disconnecting the McHitch after pulling up at camp. I was 

impressed by the amount of articulation this offered



 “WITH A PRICE TAG OF $35,500, AND THE PROMISE OF AWESOME OUTDOOR LIVING, SPACIOUS 

 INTERNAL SLEEPING AND DINING, AND A RELATIVELY COMPACT OFFROAD-READY BASE, IT 

 COULD WELL BE YOUR TURN TO COAT YOUR VERY OWN BLUEWATER LACHLAN IN MUD” 

the canvas so it folds neatly. A winch on the back 
then helps you to bring the forward fold back 
into position.

In fully-fledged mode, the camper’s footprint 
is 7100mm by 4300mm, but as we had it, it 
measured 7100mm by 1900mm (not including 
the slide-outs). The tent canvas is Aussie Wax 
Converters, the zippers YKZ and the PVC on the 
annexe floor is 680gsm (20oz).

The fully set-up Bluewater Lachlan suits folks 
who like to linger and appreciate areas to their 
full depth before rushing off. But if you keep the 
set-up minimalist, there’s no reason this can’t be 
a destination-hopping tourer as well.

One final piece of set-up is converting the 

If you expect windy conditions head inside 
to reinforce the framework with six internal 
spreader bars. However, the internal framework 
alone, being spring-loaded, does a good job of 
keeping the canvas taut.

I reckon with practice this basic overnight set-
up would take six to eight minutes. Set up to this 
extent, the Lachlan is perfectly ready-to-go on 
the inside, but you lack external shelter and have 
nowhere to shower or use your loo (unless you 
set up the ensuite separately).

Pack down is similar, but a tad longer. You 
strap the forward fold bed in, undo some zips to 
minimise canvas tension, make sure nothing is 
protruding above the dinette seats, and position 

tools or loose parts in the toolbox may clank 
forward as you lower it. By this stage of set-up 
this toolbox and the box on the drawbar (which 
contains just your gas and jerries) cannot be 
accessed.

Next, unlock the back slide at four points and 
pull it out until it clicks into place. Reach up and 
grab a strap, pull it upwards, and you lift the 
frame into place on the slide-out end.

Walk around the sides and pull the edges of 
the canvas into place tight over the sides, zip the 
canvas to the body to close off the inside and 
clip down a few buttons near the door. Finally, 
unlock and lower the door and place the two-
step ladder.
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After you have completed the relatively conventional forward fold 
action, you pull out a slide at the rear where the second bed resides
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The spacious interior. The dinette I’m sitting
in converts into a third bed, if you so desire!

PRIME REAL ESTATE
The forward fold section houses a queen 
sized innerspring Bambini Bedding mattress, 
nice and soft on your weary bones; the other 
side features high density foam, also very 
comfortable and just as big. Both sleeping 
quarters feature their own LED light with an 
adjustable dimmer switch, and both can be 
closed off for privacy. Access is easy for both, 
helped with a step on the forward-fold side.

The U-shaped dinette could comfortably host 
four or more. There’s pillow backing on one side 
(I’d probably prefer this to be a bit more upright), 
and no backrest, just canvas, on the other sides. 
Another adjustable LED light hovers above, 
providing a good level of illumination at night. 
Speakers are near your calves for the MP5 sound 

system. Handy to the dinette are 12V and cig 
plugs. At your side as you enter is a touch panel 
controlling all of the lights.

Headroom is impressive, including on the 
beds. Eight windows surround you — three 
down both sides and one on each end. They’re 
bloomin huge, much bigger than you’d get with 
a hard body. The inside will always be well-
ventilated and you can enhance this by propping 
the window awnings out with poles. A safari 
roof, which stays attached, regulates internal 
temperature.

The use of a portable table, in place of a fixed 
one, allows outside use, frees up floor space 
and increases the Lachlan to a six-berth. I would 
probably fold down this table each night for 
convenience, otherwise it’d be hard to head 

dinette into the slide-out bed and vice versa. 
The toe of the bed is a removable cushion; you 
clear this then lift the backrest into position and 
place this cushion again along with two more. 
You undo this every time you go to bed, then 
redo it for brekky — unless you just use the side 
seats when dining and keep the bed in place at 
all times.

You can even convert the Lachlan into a 
genuine six berth by taking the portable table, 
folding the legs up, positioning it on the lip of the 
dinette seats so it bridges the gap, and covering 
it with the purpose-made cushions. This reduces 
floorspace further and will require extra set-up 
and pack-down on a daily basis, but it’s sweet 
to have the option. How versatile is this thing? 
Wowee.



The kitchen slide-out with three-burner cooktop, pull-out bench, sink, fold-up pantry, and flip over table (just visible on far side)

outside in the dark.
A+ on the external slide-out kitchen with 

its Thetford cooktop, to the right of the door. 
There’s three burners fed by plumbed gas, 
huge wind guards, a hot/cold water tap fed by a 
Seaflo 42 Series pump and channelled through 
Bluewater’s trademark snake tracking, over a 
sink with its own place for drying that drains out 
of a pipe; plus a fold-up two-tier shelving system, 
nearby lighting on the camper body, a map light 
on a flexi-neck, and shallow drawers along the 
front for cutlery or similar. Extra working space 
flips over to the other side and extends off the 
end. Handy to it all are USB, cig and DC outputs.

On the other side of the door, you access 
pantry storage and the sizeable fridge slide. The 
available space is 980mm (L) by 540mm (W) 

 “THE FULLY SET-UP BLUEWATER LACHLAN SUITS FOLKS WHO LIKE TO LINGER AND  

 APPRECIATE AREAS TO THEIR FULL DEPTH BEFORE RUSHING OFF. BUT IF YOU KEEP THE  

 SET-UP MINIMALIST, THERE’S NO REASON THIS CAN’T BE A DESTINATION-HOPPING TOURER” 

Ca
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BLUEWATER LACHLAN

1. FIT FOR INTENDED PURPOSE

2. INNOVATION

3. SELF-SUFFICIENCY 

4. QUALITY OF FINISH

5. BUILD QUALITY

6. OFFROAD-ABILITY

7. COMFORTS

8. EASE OF USE

9. VALUE FOR MONEY

10. X-FACTOR

SAM RICHARDSBLUEWATER LACHLAN
CTA RATINGS
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Eating your two-and-five ought to 
be easy thanks to the big fridge slide
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BLUEWATER LACHLAN
TRAILER
Tare 1600kg
ATM 2400kg
Payload 800kg
Ball weight 125kg (dry)
Suspension Independent trailing arm suspension 
with Australian Made Lovell Coil Springs, progressive 
bump stops and twin Ride Pro Shockers
Brakes 12” AL-KO brakes with waterproof seals, 
Japanese Bearings, 14mm wheel studs, custom made 
hub-centric hubs 
Coupling McHitch 3.5t Uniglide Off Road Coupling
Chassis 50x50x4mm Hot Dip Galvanised steel
Drawbar 120x50x3mm Hot Dip Galvanised steel
Body 1.2mm zinc panels 
Wheels/Tyres 16x8” alloy wheels and your choice of 
M/T or A/T 265/75R16s
Style Forward fold with rear slide-out

DIMENSIONS
Travel size 5.49m (L) x 1.9m (W) x 1.6m (H)
Footprint when fully set up 7.1m x 4.3m 
Awning/annexe footprint 2.4m x 6m

ACCESSORIES 
Gas 2 x 4kg plumbed
Water 160L across two tanks, Smarttek 6 Gas 
continuous hot water system, Seaflo 42 series pump 
with John Guest fittings and water lines, plus mains 
pressure water inlet (with limiting valve)
Kitchen Stainless steel Thetford kitchenette with 
flip over and pull-out table, three-burner gas stove, 
plumbed gas and 12V power to kitchen
Battery 2 x 120Ah AGM with Projecta IDC25 DC Charger 
and 200W folding solar panel with Anderson plug
Optional super tourer package Boat/Cargo Rack; 
250W Solar Panel; Evakool Travelmate Fridge TMDZ-
95 (96 litre, dual zone); Premium Mattress Upgrade 
to Pocket Spring with bed topper; Projecta 300W 
Inverter; 240V installation; Projecta 21A 6 Stage 
Charger; All-weather Storage Cover; 1 x Led Reverse 
Light; 1 x additional Gas Point (Rear for BBQ); 2 x 
3.7kg full Gas Bottles; 2 x 22lt Proquip Jerry Cans; 
Annexe Mesh Floor; 3 x Aluminet Shade Walls 
(2 x side and 1 x front); Quick Day Awning; Canvas 
Cushion Covers; 5 x additional Annex Lighting. 
(Takes price up to $41,100)

PRICE AS STANDARD
$35,500

ENQUIRIES
Bluewater Campers
Address 2 Embrey Court, Pakenham, Victoria, 3810
Phone 1300 594 000 or 03 5945 5344
Email sales@bluewatercampers.com.au
Web bluewatercampers.com.au

CTA SPECS

camper.hemax.com
 More pictures  Specs to compare

The tropical roof will help with the temp all year round. It’s 
lovely to head back to a comfortable camper with spacious 
sleeping quarters after a night around the campfire
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by 590mm (H); you can bring your own fridge 
or option one on. To slide out you just depress 
a bar connected to the release catches on both 
sides. It’s refreshingly easy!

If you want to chill outside in the shade, you 
can set-up the awning or annexe (which offer 
6000mm by 2400mm of shelter). You can light 
this space up with light strips that clamp on and 
are powered via conveniently placed DC plugs 
on the camper.

The double ensuite attaches to this; it has 
a wet and dry room, perfect for keeping your 
living quarters and provided 10L chemical 
toilet dry. Shower water is fed from a fixture at 
the drawbar and heated by a Smarttek 6 gas 
continuous HWS.

STAYING POWER
The 1600kg Tare, calculated to include canvas, 
poles and standard accessories, leaves room for 
800kg of additional storage; or 640kg when you 
factor in full water tanks.

Down the driver’s side, at the front near the 
drawbar, is a big vented compartment. To the 
right, this features an open space ideal for the 
toilet or similar and, to the left, a drawer and 
storage cavern.

Further left, you access the management 
control panel featuring water level gauges, a volt 

 “THIS THING IS CLEARLY TOUGH, BUT YOUR CONFIDENCE 

 CAN RUN EVEN DEEPER THAN THAT. THE WARRANTY IS AWE- 

 INSPIRING. FIVE YEARS STRUCTURAL, FIVE YEARS ON CANVAS”

Putting a campchair away in the 
driver's side storage compartments

Camp r
T

BLUEWATER LACHLAN
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meter, rocker switches and isolation key. Below 
his compartment, there’s a lever allowing you 
o choose which of the two tanks the water is 

drawing from. Then, on the opposite side of the 
yre, is external access to the two batteries.

At the back of the camper now, we find the 
izeable pole carrier, spare tyre, and tool box. 

Around the other side, we encounter the kitchen, 
hen, to the front of the tyre, a big door over 
he drawbar which opens to reveal the fridge 
lide and pantry, which is basically two sizeable 
rawers.
Internally, the passenger and driver’s side 

arallel underseat storage is chewed into by the 
wheel arches. There’s an extra cavern on the 

river’s side of the dinette. You can also use the 
oorspace for storage while travelling.
There’s a tie-down cargo rail system on the 

oof, allowing you to travel with some bigger 
goodies. Bluewater recommend a max of 80kg 
pread evenly on the roof.

Off-grid potential is solid, too. Two gas 4kg 
bottle holders and two 20L jerry can tie-downs 
occupy the front box. The AGM batteries 
ombine for 240Ah and are charged via the the 

Projecta IDC25 DC Charger with the help of the 
200W folding solar panel (an inverter and 240V 
can be optioned on, but are not standard). The 
160L of water is ideal; four people showering will 
drain stocks, but you can set up a tap to run off 
mains supply if at a caravan park.

MUD BOUND
So, was the Lachlan up for the obstacle that laid 
around the bend? When I received my cue, I 
shifted into drive, put down the handbrake, and 
took a wide arc around the corner to avoid fallen
gum tree branches.

As I came onto the straight and planted my 
foot, my eyes frantically sought out the risks I 
was approaching. To the right: a muddy morass, 
filled with stagnant ochre puddles — depth 
unknown. To the left, a narrow strip of slimy, 
slippery mud bordered by protruding branches 
— the lesser of two evils.

As I zoomed towards the debacle in High Four, 
all logical thought drowned out by the basso 
profondo of the 500Nm motor fighting the raw, 
sliding surface, I realised that the right tyres 
would have to enter the morass. Teeth clenched, 
I hugged the left as tightly as possible.

What happened next is a mishmash of 
sensations — body gyrating, view through the 
windscreen careening to encompass different 
cut-outs of forest, mud flying up in huge arcs 
from the tyres, revs reaching a fever pitch. Then, 
before I knew it, I was on the far side, with the 
Lachlan in perfect nick behind.

This thing is clearly tough, but your confidence 
can run even deeper than that. The warranty is 
awe-inspiring. Five year structural, five years on 
canvas, three on the AL-KO wheel hubs, three 
on the Seaflo pumps, five on the Lovells Springs, 
three or 60,000km on the Ride Pro shocks.

Bluewater have showrooms around the 
country, in Victoria, NSW, Queensland, WA, SA 
and Darwin. The product is 50/50 Aussie and 
imported, with the kitchen, body and chassis 
done overseas, and the rest, including gas, done 
in Australia.

With a price tag of $35,500, and the promise 
of awesome outdoor living, spacious internal 
sleeping and dining, and a relatively compact 
offroad-ready base, it could well be your turn to 
coat your very own Bluewater Lachlan in mud. 
CTA

The infamous bog hole. Hold on for dear life.  Ol’ mate 
Lachlan is probably up for some stuff I’m not!
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BLUEWATER LACHLAN

 “THE MCHITCH 3.5 TONNE AUTO TOW COUPLING IS A 

 GODSEND THAT BRUSHES ASIDE STEADILY MOUNTING SLOPES, 

 SUDDEN MOUNDS, VIOLENT SIDEWAYS GRADIENTS AND 

 DEEP DITCHES LIKE THEY’RE CHILD’S PLAY” 

Pantry storage next to the fridge slide

More like mudguard...  Note the winch 

to help with the forward fold motion

Early stages of packing down



Explore Australia’s Top 4WD Tracks
WITH 4WD ADVENTURES GUIDE
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DISCOVER AUSTRALIA’S TOP 100 4WD TRACKS

Victoria’s High Country
Southern Forests
Sydney & Central Coast
Northern New South Wales
South East Queensland
Fraser Island
Cape York
Top End & Gulf Country
The Kimberley
The Pilbara
South West & West Coast
Great Australian Bight
Outback South Australia
Great Desert Tracks
Outback Queensland
Outback New South Wales
Victoria’s Desert
Victoria’s & South Australia’s
Southern Coast
Tasmania
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shop.hemamaps.com NOW AVAILABLE FREE SHIPPING

Discover Australia’s Top 100 4WD tracks using this
guide as your ultimate o�-road adventure tool.
It has the most up-to-date information across 19
di�erent regions of Australia to turn your 4WD
trip into a reality.

$69.95

WHAT’S NEW IN THIS EDITION:
New cartographic map specification
Edge-to-edge mapping
Elevation profiles of tracks
Innovative design and layout for ease of navigation

PRODUCT FEATURES
• 100 4WD trips from 19 Australian regions
• Detailed inset maps
• Nearest supply points and camping areas
• Tracks graded from AWD to Extreme
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TIPS AND TRICKS

Going camping is easy. Well, so it
would seem, but there are many lit tle  
tricks to the theme that can make or  
break a holiday. These are usuall y 
the sort of thing that you pick up 
in dribs and drabs as you go alon g, 

learned in the school of hard knocks, 
at your own expense (in terms of  

money, displeasure or embarrassment) 
and your own time.

on the great Aussie road.
With thrill-seeking adventure on the 

agenda, we’ve taken six unique Aussie road 
trips from the silver screen and traced the 
routes and stopovers the characters have 
taken along the way. We’ve also suggested 
some convenient places to camp nearby to 
enable you to travel in the characters’ tracks 
and embark on your very own life-affirming 
journey.

So get ready to buckle up and hit the 
road to attempt some of these cinematic 
excursions yourself!
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Hour upon hour of blissful serenity

A good, well maintained fire is key

Impulsively taking to the open road to 
escape the stresses of modern life is an 
appealing prospect, particularly when 
you consider the endless opportunities 

for adventure our vast, beautiful country has 
to offer.

On the big screen, the tradition of displaced 
characters undergoing epic road trips has 
equally made for entertaining cinema. 
Whether it’s drag queens embarking on a 
lively tour through the backwaters in a bus, a 
cabby’s pub-trotting excursion to the Top End, 
or backpackers journeying through our awe-
inspiring outback… it’s never a dull moment 



USE SPRINGS ON 
AWNING ROPES

MEDICAL

Awning ropes are designed to hold our awnings against 
the forces of nature – principally wind. We can get away 
without them when the air is placid and rain is not falling 
but they need to be there exerting tension all the time 
when the atmosphere becomes a little more turbid. To 
achieve this we need a spring (more properly known 
as a trace spring)in the system. This allows for some 
movement of the top of the pole and the attached canvas 
so that the rope not only does its job of restraining the 
whole structure but that it also acts like a shock-absorber 
in your car’s suspension. Surprisingly you do see the 
occasional set of awning ropes without springs, but 
they very quickly lose tension at the slide and then the 
whole structure falls over. Ring-ins like rubber gasket 
rings designed for sealing joints in ceramic pipes also do 
not work as they have insufficient stretch to sustain the
tension.

dication or have a specific 
ould be carrying a record of 

f a medical emergency while 
d to carry one no matter what 

edical professional will want 
equire specific medications 
cal emergency in your life. 
ame and address, next of 

s, Medicare number, medical 
ivate doctor(s’) details, any 
ir dosage which you regularly 
e made, over the counter 
story (including diseases and 
t history (what worked and 

y of family medical history 
r condition genetic?). Place 
ured envelope clearly marked 

entry to your camper and tell 
p what and where it is.
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No matter where you are never assume a track is empty 
and that you are alone. Some years ago this writer 
stopped in a small ravine, off a narrow track between 
Yunta and Wilpena Pound in South Australia. It was just 
over a small blind hill and around a blind bend. We had 
seen no cars since leaving Yunta about 80km away. We 
had lunch over about a 40 minute period while stopped 
in this small side gorge and saw not a single vehicle, then 
got ready to continue our journey, which was to begin by 
backing out onto the track we’d left. My wife said, “Do 
you want me to go back and check the track is clear?” 
Foolishly I said, “No, we haven’t seen a car for the two 
hours we’ve been on this track.” As I put the car into 
reverse she said, “Here, wipe your hands before we go,” 
handing me a wet wipe. As I paused to wipe my hands a 
car - the only one we would see for another hour and a 
half - zoomed across behind our camper. Saved by a wet 
wipe. Always, always check.

ALWAYS LOOK  
FOR TRAFFIC

TIPS AND TRICKS

FACE SLOPING CANVAS WALL INTO THE WIND
If there is a strong and persistent wind from one direction try lowering the awning wall on the side the wind is blowing from and extend the base out to create a sloping outer wall and 
peg the base firmly to the ground. It will create a ramp over which the wind will blow, saving on buffeting of the awning and generally make life more comfortable.



DON’T PUT ALL 
YOUR WATER IN 
ONE CONTAINER

We tend to take it for granted but 
water is a very precious commodity, 
especially when you’re a long way from 
resources. It doesn’t happen too often, 
but it is quite possible to jag a hose or 
tap on a large stick or a tree branch 
in scrubby country, or bounce your 
tank or a water fitting off a rock or log 
while negotiating a bit of rough terrain. 
Suddenly your supply of water is 
bleeding rapidly onto the track behind, 
and you probably won’t even know 
it’s happening. Always carry a spare 
Jerry can full, either in the tow vehicle 
or a Jerry can holder on the camper, 
just in case. It doesn’t take much to 
fill it, and if you decide near the end 
of the trip that you don’t need it then 
it’s easy to dispose of. It’s a problem 
that’s probably not going to be in the 
realm of costing someone’s life, but 
you will soon learn to appreciate the 
convenience of that ready supply.

If you have a sidefold softfloor, or similar camper, always carry a heavy-duty tarp that you can place on the ground under the floor of your tent. This will help protect the floor from any unseen 
rocks or sticks, make the floor less cold under your feet and reduce the chances of your camper’s tent floor becoming wet and moldy when you pack it away. To prevent any rainwater that 
might run down the walls from pooling on the top of the tarp tuck any protruding edges back under the tent. This will stop moisture gathering underneath, making a happy home for all manner 
of crawlies and turning dirt into mud, ready to make a mess of your shirt when packing-up.

PUT A TARP UNDER A TENT FLOOR
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KITCHEN 
KNIFE 
PROTECTION

DON’T DROP PLASTICS

Cutlery does a lot of 
bouncing around in 
a drawer while your 
camper is on the road, 
whether in the outback 
or on the motorway near 
home. If you have any 
knives where you want 
to keep the cutting edge 
at its best slice a piece of 
hose along one side and 
use it to protect the knife 
edge. It weighs very little 
and makes preparing 
meals much easier.

Walk around any regularly used camp area and you will 
find the ground littered with old cable/zip ties. These 
are almost universally randomly cut off by people who 
obviously don’t care. Those plastics will be breaking 
down into ever smaller chunks for several hundred years 
after we’re all dead, choking small fish and animals and 
generally creating environmental havoc. All plastics 
break down into microplastics, and consumers of shellfish 
in Europe ingest more than 11,000 particles per year. 
Microplastics are also found in terrestrial meats and tens 
of thousands settle on our meals every day, which are all 
ingested and many of them cross the digestive tissues of 
our gut and become components of our bodies. Put all 
plastics in the bin.

TIPS AND TRICKS



FIT A SMALL 
BOLT TO 
SHACKLE PINS

USE HAND HELD RADIOS WHEN PARKING

Undoing shackle pins often 
requires a pair of pliers as 
the threads become blocked 
with dirt and the two parts 
'weld' themselves together. 
It’s either that or, seemingly, 
the pin undoes itself and falls 
out, causing the shackle to 
fail in its task of joining two 
components together. A simple 
way to defeat both problems 
is to place a small bolt through 
the eye of the shackle pin, and 
a locking not on the other side. 
Put some thread locker on it or 
use a spring washer to hold it all 
tightly together. The weight of 
the bolt will stop the pin’s thread 
from rotating and undoing, and 
the protruding bolt will give you 
leverage to undo the pin any 
time you need to.

One of the greatest tests of any relationship is having your partner guide you back into a park or camp site. To make it easier get yourself a hand-held UHF radio for whoever is outside the vehicle 
and talk to the UHF in the car. They should stand behind and look towards the car, so they’re facing the same way as the driver, so that when you say 'further right' it means the same to both of you.
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DON’T FEED THE ANIMALS

CAMP AT LEAST
60-METRES FROM
WATER

There are very good reasons why they put up signs saying 
do not feed wildlife. For example, the common advice to 
not feed birds is because that piece of bread or biscuit that 
you throw to the birds is easy food, so they don’t bother 
to pursue their natural diet. It leaves them with brittle 
bones and the next time they land their legs can simply 
snap. When you engage in feeding wild animals it causes 
crowding and a competitive environment that can lead 
to fighting and injuries and the spread of communicable 
diseases between individuals. Look at the problems that 
exist with dingoes on Fraser Island because of the feeding 
which has gone on in the past.

Water resources are as important for animals as they 
are for us. This applies to both wild and stock animals. 
Preserving the purity of water supplies is important 
as any change in the taste or smell of their water can 
turn animals away from it, and the addition of soap or 
other non-natural substances to a creek or billabong can 
prevent its use by animals. In addition, your very presence 
may disrupt natural animal access to the water. Use only 
biodegradable detergents and chemicals and ensure you 
wash and dispose of used water no closer than 60m (70 
adult steps) from water.

TIPS AND TRICKS
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CARRY OUT 
YOUR RUBBISH

ENSURE YOUR FIRE
IS EXTINGUISHED

Don’t litter the bush with your left-over rubbish. Carry 
some small garbage bags with you and make sure you 
leave nothing behind. You can burn paper in the campfire, 
but don’t burn plastics because of the toxic smoke. It’s a 
simple courtesy to other travellers, an assurance that you 
and other campers will be granted access to this land and/
or track in the future and a blessing to wildlife which won’t 
be trying to eat plastic or deal with sharp broken glass or 
rusty cans.

A camp fire is a great – one might even say critical – part 
of camping, but before you move on make sure it is 
absolutely out. That doesn’t mean throwing a thin layer 
of soil over the top, it means dousing all the coals and 
making sure there is no heat left to start a fire from, say, a 
small branch that drops on that spot minutes after you’ve 
driven away.



For fair-dinkum, hardcore adventurers looking to conquer 
Australia’s toughest 4WD tracks, the Brumby LE is one of a kind

• Twin Shock Absorbers
• Goodyear Mud Terrain Tyres
• D035 Hitch and Adapter
• Redarc BMS30

• 150x50x3.0mm (6”) Drawbar
• Lightweight (975kg Tare/135kg Ball)
• Heavy Duty Coil Spring Suspension
• 95L 2.0mm Alloy Fridge Box

1300 CAMPING cubcampers.com.au



The Lumberjack Sheoak is an absolute featherweight, requiring no set-up and costing
$23,999. On its way to remote bush locations, it completely bypasses three common

problems — weight, set-up time and price. Good times only!
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FINE-GRAINED FREEDOM
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LUMBERJACK SHEOAK



MISSES
Limited suspension

travel

Lack of bench
prep space

Awkwardness of
adding a fridge

HITS
Virtually no set-

up required

Weighs a tiny 
740kg Tare

150kg roof 
carrying capacity

Incredibly low 
price point

Perfect for folks 
who own decked-

out 4WDs

Cosy internal 
sleeping, with 
some cool tech

4WDs are known money pits. By the 
time you get to thinking about buying 
a camper trailer, you’ve often shot 
your budget. Dual battery system, 

fridge-freezer, storage drawers... It all adds up.
Trouble is you can’t comfortably sleep in a 

4WD. You can add a rooftop tent, but that could 
exceed your weight limits, throw off your centre 
of gravity, and give you other headaches. And 
do you really, as a grown adult, want to kneel 
down among the ants, threading fibreglass 
poles through minuscule canvas openings and 
tensioning guy ropes with B-grade knots that 
boy scouts would scoff at?

The ideal fix is a simple trailer with all the 
essentials that you’ll barely notice the presence 
of, until you pull up at camp. And one that, once 
you’ve arrived at the end of a rutted offroad 
track, you can literally just climb into and nod off.

Such is the joy of the teardrop or hybrid pod 
style of camper. In such designs there’s not 
even a pop-top to deal with; but often there is a 
sizeable price tag. The Lumberjack Sheoak offers 
you that convenience for the staggeringly minute 

We took the Lumberjack Sheoak 
out to the beautiful Brisbane 
Ranges in Victoria

The tyres with their aggressive 
tread pattern, and the shocks 

and coil seen from behind
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LUMBERJACK SHEOAK

 “THIS IS DEFINITELY ONE TO CHECK OUT IF YOU HAVE A DECKED-OUT 4WD 

 AND ARE LOOKING FOR A CONVENIENT SLEEPING AND STORAGE ARRANGEMENT 

 WITH A FEW ADDED COMFORTS THAT WON’T THROW YOU OUT FINANCIALLY” 

compression and
ride a bit bumpier, but does increase stability. It
so happened that on our review model, which
wasn’t up for sale, the handbrake cable was
routed such that, applied or not applied, it made
light contact with the trailing arms. This was an
anomaly and would be a simple fix.

If you plan to take this on very challenging
offroad tracks, have a chat to Lumberjack and
see what they can do for you. Optioning on
Dobinsons shocks would be one way to boost
suspension performance.

Goodyear Wrangler 265/75R16 A/Ts on
Lumberjack branded six-stud wheels grab the
turf. 12” electric brakes bring these to a halt.

sum of $23,999. To think the price was actually 
reduced at time of writing!

This is definitely one to check out if you 
have a decked-out 4WD and are looking for a 
convenient sleeping and storage arrangement 
with a few added comforts that won’t throw 
you out financially or impact your savings in a 
significant way. Even if that’s not your situation, 
the Sheoak might suit you.

JUMPING OVER THE 
CANDLESTICK
The weight will have you double taking. How 
can you argue with a 740kg Tare and 1320kg 
ATM? Almost anything SUV can tow that, 
whereas a capable 4x4 will whip it around like a 
stick of fairy floss. The aerodynamic shape and 
positioning of the 65L water tank down low help 
too. Ball weight is 110kg, so you’ll still be able to 
carry heaps inside of your vehicle.

Lumberjack actually reduced ball weight a 
bit by moving the spare tyre from where it was 
originally, over the drawbar, to underneath. This 
decision also took the sidewall out of range of 

At 740kg Tare, the Lumberjack Sheoak
makes light work of outback driving

The Sheoak’s polyblock style hitch 

sharp projectiles launched by vehicle wheel 
spin. The stoneguard takes the first hit now. 
Underneath the camper it’s spick and span; 
nothing vulnerable will cop it.

Most impressive of all dimensions is the 
manageable length of 4.75m. The 2.2m width 
and 2.5m height are more to standard. Length 
is usually the problem so the Sheoak ought to 
fit into most garages. Do check the height of 
yours though, particularly if you plan to option 
on a Firefly rooftop tent. On the tow, the size will 
allow you to be aware, always, of the Sheoak’s 
exact whereabouts, and to avoid scrapes and 
dings going around tight bends or overgrown 
tracks.

The 3000kg-rated polyblock style coupling 
performed well on our mosey around Brisbane 
Ranges National Park, allowing a lot of flex, up 
and down on the hills and side to side on the 
switchbacks. As with the suspension, it’s not a 
known brand but is brought in from overseas. 
Such decisions enable the affordable price point.

The independent coil spring suspension 
doesn’t have miles to travel between 
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 “THERE IS VIRTUALLY NO SET-UP… YOU OPEN ONE OF THE TWO DOORS, CLIMB INTO YOUR 

 ALREADY SET-UP BEDDING, AND DREAM ABOUT WHATEVER IT IS YOU DREAM ABOUT” 

SET UP BEFORE YOU CAN SAY
‘WHERE DO YOU KEEP THE
POLES?’
There is virtually no set-up, beyond dropping the
ARK XO 500 series jockey wheel and stabiliser
legs (if you disconnect). You open one of the two
doors, climb into your already set-up bedding,
and dream about whatever it is you dream
about. The camper is so light it has a handle at
the front you can use to pull it into ideal position.

If you’re hanging around for longer, or are
setting up a temporary day camp, the only extra
thing you have to do is put out the 2 x 2.5m
280gsm rip-stop poly cotton Firefly awning. For
this you unzip the travel bag, undo some velcro,
unroll the awning, extend the horizontal support
bars via twist lock and place them, extend the
legs via twist lock and position them. Then
you’re done. Set down is just as easy!

You can option on a double roof top tent if
you have a kid or two, or a keen friend or couple
you know, making the Sheoak a four-berth. This
mounts directly onto the cargo rails up top. The

Securing the awning to the side 
poles. It’s manaul, but easy

The driver’s side of the camper. Note the 
gas bottle holder at the rear, the sizeable 
stoneguard and the ARK XO jockey wheel

in-house tent option is Firefly, either hard or soft 
top, which opens via automation.

Like the rest of the system, this RTT works 
off of 12V; you plug it in, press a button and up 
it goes. Be mindful, these sell like hotcakes! The 
roof can take 150kg so you can alternatively use 
it for storage of other big light items.

DINNER IS SERVED
The kitchen is up the back. Its pyramid shaped 
lid lifts on gas struts to form a shelter over the 
cook’s head. The sheltered space measures 
1.53m wide, 85cm deep.

Along the bottom, taking up most of the 
width, a stainless steel kitchen slides out. On this 
you lift a lid to reveal the cooktop and hold it 
up with wind guards. I wouldn’t mind the option 
of not having the wind guards out, but your 
cooking flame will certainly be safe from gusts. 
The cooktop itself is a four-burner with a sturdy 
grate. To run the burners you remove the gas 
bottle from the holder and hook it up.

To the right of the cooktop is the sink, which 
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1. FIT FOR INTENDED PURPOSE

2. INNOVATION

3. SELF-SUFFICIENCY

4. QUALITY OF FINISH

5. BUILD QUALITY

6. OFFROAD ABILITY

7. COMFORTS

8. EASE OF USE 

9. VALUE FOR MONEY

10. X-FACTOR

SAM RICHARDSLUMBERJACK SHEOAK
CTA RATINGS

Chris from Lumberjack relaxing under the
awning, with some air — but no dust — 
flowing through the camper’s interior

Ca
T

LUMBERJACK SHEOAK

Rear Lid

Awning
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LUMBERJACK SHEOAK
TRAILER
Tare 740kg
ATM 1320kg
Payload 580kg
Ball weight 110kg
Suspension Independent trailing arm with coil 
springs and dual shocks
Brakes 12” Electric and handbrake
Coupling Polyblock style rated to 3000kg
Drawbar 100 x 50 x 4mm RHS hot dip galvanised
Cladding Fibreglass with white gloss
Wheels/Tyres Goodyear Wrangler 265/75R16 A/Ts 
on Lumberjack branded six-stud wheels, alloy rims
Style Hybrid pod/teardrop

DIMENSIONS
Size (closed) 4.75m (L) x 2.2 (W) x 2.5 (H)
Body length 3.65m
Awning 2 x 2.5m (Firefly)

ACCESSORIES
Gas 1 x 4.5kg bottle holder
Water 1 x 65L stainless steel tank plus 20L jerry can 
holder, 12V pump, outlet on drawbar
Kitchen Stainless steel kitchen slide-out with four-
burners and sink, nearby pantry
Battery 1 x 95Ah Century deep cycle charged via 
Firefly charger, Anderson plug on drawbar

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
Automatic rooftop tent, foxwing awning, 240V 
power, fridge. See fireflycampinggear.com.au for 
more options and prices.

PRICE AS SHOWN
$23,999

ENQUIRIES
Lumberjack Camper Trailers
Address (Vic) 290 Princess Highway, Corio VIC 3214
Address (Qld) 2/11 Moss St, Slacks Creek, QLD 4127
Phone 1300 30 40 45
Web www.lumberjackcampertrailers.com.au 

CTA SPECS

camper.hemax.com
 More pictures  Specs to compare

you can drain out via pipe at the bottom. The 
tap of this runs via 12V pump, positioned to 
the left of the slide-out. Unless you option on 
a hot water system or are sold one as part of a 
package, the water will be cold. On top of the 
sink, there’s a water outlet on the drawbar that’s 
super convenient for filling a bucket, or, if you 
have a HWS, having a shower in a pop-up tent.

Above the kitchen, two carpeted drawers slide 
out. Then, in the fibreglass back wall, you find 
two cupboards (with a blank space in the centre 
occupied internally by a cupboard). These are 
fully open, without shelving, making them best 
for storage of larger items. When the cooktop 
lid is up you can only access the back right 
cupboard.

A good camping table stored in the back 
of the car ought to make up for the limited 
preparation space available in the kitchen.

At the top in the centre there’s a light, as there 
is down both sides of the body.

Drawers slide out over the top. 
There are also two cupboards
against the back wall

The rear kitchen. The lid lifts to form
shelter. Four burners fry up a storm



 “YOU WILL BE ABLE TO USE THE STORAGE SPACE TO FULL EFFECT THANKS 

 TO THE 580KG PAYLOAD (495KG WITH A FULL WATER TANK AND JERRY)” 

The interior, with its breezy ventilation 
and TV for night-time chill sessions

The storage over the drawbar. This is where 
the fridge would go if you decided to add one 

LUGGING YOUR CARGO
Near the back on one side there’s a jerry can 
holder; on the other side there’s a 4.5kg gas 
bottle ring. Up the front, over the drawbar, 
there’s a massive storage capsule that goes up 
smoothly on gas struts.

Most of this space is available, apart from the 
bit taken up by the battery in its protective box. 
This capsule is properly cavernous and a big 
win for storage. There’s a vent on its right which 
allows you to safely fit a fridge — up to 65L, we’re 
told. This’d run off the cig plug of the nearby 
battery. However, a fridge here would be hard to 
access and lift out, which is another reason this 
camper suits someone with a decked-out 4WD.

You will be able to use the storage space to full 
effect thanks to the 580kg payload (495kg with 
a full water tank and jerry). You could use the 
interior space on the mattress for storage of soft 
items too; there’s plenty of it.

WITHIN THE POD
You can enter via two doors, positioned opposite 
each other, in front of the wheel arch on both 
sides. The mattress sits about midway up your 
thighs when you’re standing so it’s easy to sit 
back on it and ease your way in backwards.

The queen sized mattress takes up the entire 
interior. It’s comfy 100 to 130mm memory foam. 
Anyone under 190 or 195cm should have more 
than enough room to lie down. Nothing but 
the TV, at your feet, juts into the space; there’s 
no protruding edges to bang yourself on in the 
darkness of night.

You can have the doors fully open; they 
lock onto the body. You can also have just the 
mesh doors closed. This allows for brilliant 
cross ventilation, as do the windows positioned 
approximately over the wheel arches on both 
sides. Your choices on these are fully open, 
closed, fly screen, or blacked out. There’s also 
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Speaker and interior control
panel with 12V outlets

Ca
T
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built to run entirely on 12V. Accordingly there’s
nothing power-hungry sapping your battery. 
That means the 95Ah Century battery will last 
a surprisingly long time, particularly as you 
probably won’t have a fridge, which is usually the 
biggest battery-draining culprit.

Charge to the battery is controlled by a Firefly 
charger, which didn’t happen to be fitted on our 
review model. This charger allows you to top up 
via 240V power and the Anderson plug on the 
drawbar (via alternator or regulated solar panel).

All of the off-grid capacities are fit to purpose. 
Not overkill nor underkill for the amount the 
camper trailer will consume. Straight on the 
bull’s eye.

The Lumberjack Sheoak isn’t made for 
those who wish to simply disappear, only to 
emerge, leather-skinned, 10 years later with a 
poorly wrapped bowie knife at their nephew’s 
thirteenth birthday. If that sounds like you, look 
to the rest of Lumberjack’s varied range.

The Sheoak itself is best suited as a couple’s 
getaway machine or for folks who travel for 
extended periods within slightly more populous 
regions with more resources, such as NSW’s east 
coast. That said, a well set-up 4WD could have 
your overall set-up ready for almost infinite off-
grid stays.

ONE LAST THING
Lumberjack offer a five year structural warranty 
and 12 months on the rest. They’ve got a show 
room in Corio near Geelong and one in Slacks 
Creek near Brisbane. Cameron Caravans is also 
an agent of theirs in SA.

If you want something lightweight and nimble, 
with basically zero set-up, that has you sleeping 
off of the floor, and that doesn’t double up 
on features you already have in your 4x4, the 
Lumberjack Sheoak is a must-see. CTA

Au revoir. We’re off to somewhere remote

outlets (cig and USB), a battery level monitor and 
a water tank gauge. Taking control and knowing 
the state of your camper is easy.

KEEPING YOURSELF GOING
The stainless steel water tank holds 65L and you 
can add 20L onto that by having water in the 
jerry can. With just the sink and bucket-filling 
outlet on the drawbar for drinking and washing 
up requirements for two people, that is plenty of 
life-giving liquid.

The gas bottle ring is made for a 4.5kg bottle. 
That’ll require refilling now and then but, unless 
you cook steaks around the clock, like my old 
housemate, that’ll last for long enough. Without 
a HWS the cooktop will be the sole accessory 
using gas.

A master-stroke of the system is that it is 

 “THE SHEOAK IS BEST SUITED AS A COUPLE’S GETAWAY MACHINE OR  

 FOR FOLKS WHO TRAVEL FOR EXTENDED PERIODS WITHIN SLIGHTLY MORE  

 POPULOUS REGIONS WITH MORE RESOURCES… BUT A WELL SET-UP 4WD COULD 

 HAVE YOUR OVERALL SET-UP READY FOR ALMOST INFINITE OFF-GRID STAYS” 

vents on both sides.
Straight in front of the resting campers is 

a 17” inch TV on an adjustable neck. Above 
this, a multi-media player (CD/DVD). Sound 
booms sweetly forth from the dual in-built 
Sony speakers. The TV is mounted on the 
interior cupboard door and swings out with it. 
This cupboard is the same size as the external 
cupboards accessed via the kitchen. As we saw 
it, the TV cords hang across to where they attach 
to the 12V power, but you could probably secure 
them with a bit of handiwork. How good would 
it be to watch your favourite flick while rain 
pattered on the fibreglass and flashes of lighting 
lit the landscape outside?

There’s lights above both windows, control 
panels with labelled light and power switches, 
a flexible storage pocket down both sides, 12V 

The battery is stored in a protective case
in the front box and has direct 12V outlets

Ca
T

LUMBERJACK SHEOAK



Navigate and explore confidently on & 
off road with the Hema-HX-1 Navigator.

• Navigation
• 693,000km + 4WD & Off-road Tracks
• 6,000+ Campsites & Caravan Parks
• 40,000 Hema - verified POI’s
• 545,000km + Outback & Dirt Roads

PLAN, NAVIGATE AND SHARE your 
next adventure with the Hema Explorer 

Navigation App.  Perfect for hiking, 
mountain biking, camping and other 

adventure activities.

For more information please visit www.hemamaps.com/navigate
Be prepared to explore with Hema Maps, guides and digital navigation. 

ON & OFF ROAD NAVIGATION

DRIVE EXPLORE
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 “THE CUSTOMER-CENTRIC CREDIT ONE WAS MENTIONED IN THE SAME BREATH AS RETAIL 

MAGNATES HARRY SELFRIDGE AND MARSHALL FIELD, AND BUSINESS MOGUL RAY KROC – 

THE BRAINCHILD BEHIND ICONIC FAST-FOOD CHAIN MCDONALD’S."
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ERS
COME FIRST

Lifestyle's Camper's distinctive recessed

 kitchen

Words  Peter Quilty Pics MATT WILLIAMS

Credit One's contented clientele are giving credit where credit is due

In our recent issue, Camper 142, we went 
down the ‘customer is always right’ path 
with a Q&A regarding client-focused 
industry financier Credit One.

The customer-centric Credit One was 
mentioned in the same breath as retail 
magnates Harry Selfridge and Marshall Field, 
and business mogul Ray Kroc – the brainchild 
behind iconic fast-food chain McDonald’s.

Credit One shares a common denominator 
with these customer-oriented pioneers: 
‘putting the customer first’.

Obviously, Credit One is a stickler for 
customer-driven satisfaction… So, here’s 
another behind-the-scenes Q&A with one of 

its clients who is as ‘happy as Larry’ with the 
distinctive service.

Based in Mackay, Dean Virtue collected 
a Reconn R2 HyperCamper from Lifestyle 
Campers’ Brisbane HQ in late July.

Here is Dean’s response to a personalised 
customer experience with Credit One.
Camper: Congratulations on your new 
camper. Why did you choose Credit One 
to provide the finance?
Dean: We were recommended by Lifestyle 
Campers, who advised that Credit One was 
‘very easy to deal with’. We didn’t have the 
‘cash to splash’; we don’t have that sort of 
money. So we thought we’d go for a quote 



Peace of mind when heading offroad is a must
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Sleep easy, literally and figuratively
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RV FINANCE

first, to see what they came up with. In the
end, it was an exceptional deal.
Camper: What were the reasons that y
chose a broker over a bank or dealer 
finance?
Dean: We've previously had cars through 
dealer finance... Sometimes it's worth 
having a further look. We wanted to match
up payments with interest, and had in our
minds what we wanted to pay. Credit One
was extremely helpful, and even its insura
options were very competitive.
Camper: How quick was the process?
Dean: It was such a streamlined process...
There was an initial questionnaire to assess 
suitability for finance, and within seven to ten 
days we were pre-approved.
Camper: Did you need to compare 
options?
Dean: We didn't have to do any of the 
legwork... It was fantastic not having to spend 

Camper: How did you feel, following pre-
approval, knowing you had that certainty 
while the van was being built?
Dean: It was a huge relief, a big load off our 
minds... We simply put down our deposit and 
waited for the van to be built.
Camper: Was it easy to arrange the 
signing of paperwork?

g sy as
printing it off, completing the particulars, 
then scanning the documents and returning 
them.

Already, Dean has already embarked on 
some short forays locally. An imminent travel 
itinerary with his off-road ‘hybrid’ pop-top
is a one-month tour around northern NSW
during the Christmas/New Year period. CTA

A well made camper you can use again 
and again makes you 
realise it's all worthwhile
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The annual CamperTrailers.org get
together rolls into NSW’s Northern
Rivers at the tiny hamlet of Bonalbo

Each year the CamperTrailers.org 
web group calls all its members 
to attend an annual gathering 
somewhere in western NSW for a 

week of camper trailer-related activities, good 
times with like-minded folk and to raise funds 
to assist a struggling small community. For 
2019 the date was September 30 to October 
4, and the destination was Bonalbo, a tiny 
town in the Upper Clarence Valley, almost on 
the Queensland border and one that is deep 
in the grip of one of the worst droughts in 
memory.

When the announcement of the destination 
was made, at the end of the 2018 gathering at 
Bungendore, near Canberra, there was some 
surprise. Few had heard of Bonalbo and this 
was further north than the group had yet 
been over its 14-year history of these get-
togethers. The usual target towns have been 
in the central west, where it is more central to 
participants travelling from Brisbane, Sydney, 
Melbourne or Adelaide.

But Bonalbo was an ideal target and it 
met all the prerequisites for a target town. It 
was small, and struggling. The 2016 census 
listed 371 people as resident in the area, but 
knowing locals say that that is not an accurate 
reflection of the real figure of today, which 
would be well below 300 following the severe 
impacts of the drought and the general 
decline of so many small communities.

The meet officially commenced with the 
Grand Opening on the Monday morning.

CAMPERS-DOT-

ORGANISED
Words and Pics david cook
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Karaoke came later...

Standing room only...
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Add these sorts of figures to the $4005 
raised from the Monday night auction of 
donated goods, $317.50 taken from the entry 
fees to the Tuesday trivia night, $8635 from 
camp fees paid by attendees, $561 from the 
raffle (even if $50 of that came from local 
Georgina Power), and $150 from the sale 
of George Mavros’ book and the benefits 
were manifold. All of this was donated to a 
combined group of 13 local community and 
charitable bodies, and if you add all the other 
money spent at the local pub, bowling club, 
stores, the local pool, and at the mid-week 
market and the town’s collective purses did 
very well.

There was a suggestion that some of the 
money raised will go to assist in setting up 
an historic walk for the town as it struggles 
to become a destination of relevance for 
travelers in that part of the world.

Party time
Thus it was that the arrival of over 205 keen 
camper trailer adherents and 17 dogs placed 
a considerable strain on the local resources, 
even as it injected a significant sum of money 
into the local economy. As examples, the 
local hospital auxiliary took over $700 from 
its cake stall at the mid-week markets where 
it is usually the same small pool of people 
who cook the cakes simply buying each 
others’ produce; the Thursday night meal at 
the Bowling Club having to cope with orders 
for 151 meals when the usual order would be 
for maybe 30; the local hardware store selling 
out of spray cans of silicon after a camper 
workshop recommending the value of silicon 
as a lubricant over some other types; and the 
local supermarket selling out of roast meats 
within 20 minutes of the weekly supply being 
delivered.



 “WHEN THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE DESTINATION 

WAS MADE, AT THE END OF THE 2018 GATHERING AT 

BUNGENDORE, NEAR CANBERRA, THERE WAS SOME 

SURPRISE. FEW HAD HEARD OF BONALBO AND THIS WAS 

FURTHER NORTH THAN THE GROUP HAD YET BEEN OVER ITS 

14-YEAR HISTORY OF THESE GET-TOGETHERS” 
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Welcoming Morning Tea brought a lot of 
nd many new friends together.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx



Giving back to rural 
communities
Collected figures from the 2008 annual 
gathering, at Peak Hill in NSW’s central west, 
indicated that the owners of the then 65 
or so attending camper trailers spent just 
on $30,000 in that community. On a pro-
rata basis and allowing for inflation we can 
estimate that the 2019 Bonalbo meeting with 
its 88 attending camper trailers injected 
about $48,000 into the town.

Certainly almost any time a camper trailer 
attendee walked down into the village from 
the showground they were greeted by people 
saying thank you for coming.

Yet, only a couple of weeks before it looked
highly likely that this year’s meet might not 
even take place. Significant out-of-control 
fires were burning north of Bonalbo and 
across the Bruxner Highway near Drake 
and Tabulum, to the south-west. You could 
walk from east of the Clarence River to west 
of Tenterfield – nearly 150km – on burnt 
ground. Cooling weather and some showers 
dampened the flames which opened the 
roads in, but many attendees carried extra 
water with them to avoid overloading the 
local supplies. Certainly the drive through 
the blackened and still smouldering forests 
was a reminder of the dangers of the current 
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Auctioneer Tom Cooper had the crowd in stitches
 throughout the Monday night auction, helping to raise over $4000 for the town.

CamperTrailers.org group co-owner Kevin Phillips addresses the opening ceremony crowd while fellow co-owners Rob Sanderson and Jason Cox look on from the background.

CAMPER 2019 MEET-UP REPORT



opportunities to eat, including a getting to
know you morning tea, a ladies “cuppa and 
chat”, the community breakfast and the 
damper and scones feast and all were feeling 
overfed. Throw in the cattle dog and camp-
draft exhibitions by local farmers and George 
Mavros’ “Never Fear a Salesman Again” and 
poetry corner efforts and there seemed little 
spare time to simply sit and chat around a 
fire.

One of the highlights of the week was the 
auction night, not so much because of the 
wide range of items on sale, but because of 
the local auctioneer who tied it all together. 
Local dairy farmer Tom Cooper had the 
room in stitches with a string of sometimes 
edgy jokes and observations on the items 
he was selling. He made a good night great 
and he was the talk of the camp afterwards. 
One camper observed he’d run into him in 
the local supermarket a couple of days later 

To all the girls I've loved before....

 “ONE OF THE HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK WAS THE AUCTION NIGHT, NOT SO MUCH 

BECAUSE OF THE WIDE RANGE OF ITEMS ON SALE, BUT BECAUSE OF THE LOCAL 

AUCTIONEER WHO TIED IT ALL TOGETHER. LOCAL DAIRY FARMER TOM COOPER 

HAD THE ROOM IN STITCHES WITH A STRING OF SOMETIMES EDGY JOKES AND 

OBSERVATIONS ON THE ITEMS HE WAS SELLING.” 
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Shane Adams of Totally 12 Volt headed up 
two seminars on 12-volt electronics, and 
along with assistant Angus was kept busy all 
week helping campers with their electrical 
set-ups.

climate, and when those fires around Drake 
burst into life again, as well as at nearby 
Rappville, less than a week after everyone 
had departed, claiming over 60 homes, it 
was a sobering thought for those who had 
gathered at the Bonalbo showground simply 
to have some fun.

Sharing wisdom
Once again the week was a packed menu 
of activities. There were seminars on basic 
12 volt electronics and tips and tricks 
delivered by the guys from Totally 12 Volt, 
an excellent seminar on lithium battery 
technology presented by Chris Carrigan 
from Lithium Battery Systems in Brisbane, 
another on C-pap machines, camp oven 
dampers and scones, Cobb cooking, digital 
SLR photography, and camping and cooking 
ideas. There were walkabouts to look at 
various campers as well as caravans, a nine-
hole golf tournament, the annual Hardies 
(hard top campers) versus Softies (soft top 
campers) bolle competition, barefoot bowls 
at the bowling club, followed by dinner 
and bingo that night. Add in a number of 



“Vista Valley” was a well populated 
corner of the showgrounds, with all 

eight of the Vista Crossovers gathered
 in one spot.
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Chris Carrigan from Lithium Battery Systems 
provided an excellent seminar on lithium 

batteries.
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nd when thanking him for his efforts on 
e night was told that he was on his way to 
e council to get up a petition to get some 

arking metres in the town so that a local 
uld find somewhere to park. The camper, 

n leaving the supermarket, said he looked 
 and down the main street and could see 

only two cars in sight, so the vein of humour 
ran deep in Cooper’s blood.

Family fun
There were plenty of opportunities to keep 
the kids occupied, with the local pool a keen 
gathering place, plenty of room to ride bikes 
and an organised treasure hunt and Finska 
comp.

As said there were 88 attending campers, 
from all states and territories other than 
WA and the Northern Territory, with Vistas 
Crossovers being the biggest representation 
of brand with eight campers present 

The winning team from the Trivia Night – “The
 Inaugurals” – will get their name on the 
perpetual troph
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Eyes down during breakfast

The Trivia Night was one of the week’s 
highlights, as usual, with the hall 
bursting to capacity.

The Wednesday morning Community Breakfast is

 always well received and helps put more money 

back into the local bank accounts.



 “THERE WERE PLENTY OF OPPORTUNITIES TO KEEP THE KIDS OCCUPIED, WITH 

THE LOCAL POOL A KEEN GATHERING PLACE, PLENTY OF ROOM TO RIDE BIKES AND 

AN ORGANISED TREASURE HUNT AND FINSKA COMP.” 
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The campers were engrossed in the cattle dog and camp-
drafting exhibitions.

Camp-drafting cattle on horseback takes a lot of skill and 
commitment. CAMPER 2019 MEET-UP REPORT
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Bonalbo is now essentially a cattle town with dairy – once a significant 
activity in the area – on the decline.

The town was established in 1910 to make use of the available water 
supplies in the area and the original town of Bonalbo just up the road 
had the prefix of OId added to its title. The town name comes from a local 
indigenous word for the bloodwood tree that is to be found throughout the 
area.

The local economy was founded on timber, especially cedar, and dairy 
production, though both of these have since declined significantly in recent 
decades. Attempts to establish timber plantations in the area on cattle land 
have largely been seen as failures and the land is again being cleared and 
returned to its original uses.

A notable presence is a bronze statue of a working dog in the Patrick 
McNamee Anzac Memorial Park. This commemorates the first appearance 
of cattle dog trials as a competitive activity, in the local showground, in 
1950. Working dogs are significant in rural life and so successful was the 
Bonalbo experience that such trials with live cattle are now a feature of 
shows across Australia.

Part of the entertainment for the campers at Bonalbo was an excellent 
display of working dogs, rounding up three head of cattle each, as well as 
camp drafting with locals on horses, all narrated and explained by Show 
Society president Dave Whitney.

Bonalbo:
A TOWN AND A DOG

(including one from Tasmania), as a result of 
a big push on the owners’ web chat pages.

The weather throughout was fine and 
sunny, other than one short overnight 
shower, leaving plenty of opportunity for 
people to take in the local area, with trips 
being made north through the forests to 
Woodenbong, right on the Queensland 
border, south to Tabulum from where some 
came back with substantial amounts of 
blueberries from the local processing plant, 
or east through the forests to fish in the 
streams around some of the local gullies.

The Spirit of the Group award went this 
year to Fiona Stagg who worked tirelessly 
assisting in the staging of various activities 
over the week and was ever-present to help 
in setting up sites for various campers.

With the 2019 gathering now just part of 
history the attention has been drawn to the 
2020 get-together, and that is slated to be 
held at the northern NSW town of Walcha 
over the week of September 28 to October 
2. Be there. CTA

The campers were engrossed in the cattle dog and camp-drafting exhibitions.
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YOU MIGHT remember that last month we
spoke about the Million Dollar Fish competition
in the NT. Well, lucky local angler Greg Fry has
caught himself a tagged barra worth $10,000
at Manton Dam while fishing with mates in
late October, after the competition opened on
October 1.

There’s still some 120 tagged fish swimming
out there, 99 of which are worth $10,000. The
first person to snag a fish with a million dollar
tag will claim the grand prize — something
that is yet to be done across the four previous
seasons.

20 purple-tagged barra will be awarded with
donations of $2500 to charity, with another
$2500 staying in the fisho’s pocket.

Opening scorer Greg Fry was over the moon,
and described the catch in detail:

“We got out to Manton Dam late Saturday
night, it was a bit of a last minute decision to
get out there,” he said.

“Around 2am on Sunday morning we hooked
up and it was on from there. I was a little but
underwhelmed and didn’t get too excited when
I first saw the red tag because I thought it was
one of the older seasons.

A fisho has caught the first tagged barra of the Million Dollar
Fish competition in the NT, landing himself $10,000. Meanwhile,
Shimano’s Last Man Standing comp could have you towing a
brand new boat worth $60,000.

“Once it kicked in, I felt a little bit of
disbelief. We were pretty stoked and had a
small celebration on the boat – everyone was
hi-fiving and so happy.

“My mates and I decided that we’ll share the
money, so 50 percent to the fisho and the other
50 percent to be divvied up amongst ever
else.

“My wife’s got a birthday coming up, so s
might get a better present this year than in
years gone past but other than that, it’ll co
in handy coming up to Christmas.”

The million dollar fish was yet to be caugh
as of early November, so it could be you, wit
your $100 Ugly Stick, unused since the boys
in ’98, who takes out the honours.

In case one fishing competition isn’t enoug
for you, Shimano have also just started up the
‘Last Man Standing’ competition.

This competition offers $10,000 of weekly
prizes and will put six lucky fishos up to a
two-day fishing experience valued at $1,500
at Copperlode Dam, where one person will be
awarded a brand new Bar Crusher 535C alloy
fishing boat with a Suzuki 90hp four-stroke
outboard and custom trailer (worth $60,000).

spe t at a Shimano retailer
nationally between October 1 and January 31
2020 will give you one redeemable coupon that 
you can use to put yourself in the running.

For more information about the competitions 
head to www.milliondollarfish.com.au and 
shimanolms.com.au. — SR

ON THE LINE
$10,000

Make sure to check your barra for tags before throwing back
PICTURE CREDIT: Tourism NT/Tom Laurence 2017

“FOR THE LOVE OF GOD, GET THE NET. 

MY FORTUNE IS HANGING ON LIP GRIPS.” 

PICTURE CREDIT: Tourism NT/Shaana McNaught 2017

Winner winner chicken dinner.
Grey Fry with the first tagged catch
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THE SOUTH Australian Police have created 
a stir by posting a reminder on Facebook that 
having hazardous projections on your 4x4, such
as fishing rod holders, can invite a $498 fine 
within the state.

Such projections are illegal on the basis that 
they increase the risk of injury to pedestrians 
if there is a crash. They’ve been illegal for a 
while, but that wasn’t enough to hold back the 
flood of 8,900 comments (accurate as of early 
November).

Hazardous projections are illegal all around 
the vehicle, but the Facebook post warned that 
the risk of fine was particularly serious if at the 
front of the vehicle. On top of the fine, drivers 
may even risk having their vehicle defected.

The list of potentially hazardous items is 
potentially infinite, but other accessories the 
police have mentioned as probable culprits 

THE LATEST research from Tourism Research 
Australia has revealed the strong performance 
of the domestic caravan and camping visitor 
economy throughout the previous financial 
year.

Most notably, spending by caravan and 
camping visitors increased by 17 per cent, to 
exceed 7.9 billion dollars, with 90 per cent of 
this expenditure going to regional Australia.

The research also showed we undertook 
8 per cent more trips than in previous years, 
making more than 13 million domestic trips for 
the first time ever. Nights spent on said trips 
went up to 55 million, a record-breaking high 
representing a 5 per cent annual increase.

SA and NT are recording the most growth of 

It’s due time Aussies brushed up on their legal studies, as S.A. Police 
posts a reminder that hazardous projections from your 4x4, such as 
fishing rod holders, can attract a $498 fine.

$498 FINE FOR FISHING 
ROD HOLDERS

DOMESTIC CAMPING ECONOMY CONTINUES TO GROW
The 13 million domestic camping 
trips Australians made last 
financial year have driven a 
record-breaking $7 billion into 
our regions.

include incorrectly installed bull bars, radio 
antennae and winches; and at the back of the 
vehicle, towbars and spare wheel carriers.

The rules state that no vehicle should be 
fitted with objects or fittings that are not 
technically essential, which protrude such as 
to increase the risk of bodily injury, because 
they have pointed or sharp edges, or otherwise. 
Technically essential items may still be illegal 
unless their design, construction, and the 
manner of affixment are such as to reduce risk 
to a minimum.

Another thing to note is that you can’t have a 
bumper bar which has ends that are not turned 
towards the body of the vehicle “to a sufficient 
extent to avoid any risk of hooking or grazing”.

$498. How would you be? It might be time to 
mount some PVC piping and store your rods in 
there instead, provided you can do so legally.

  WHAT'S HAPPENING? 

Make sure you get a bull bar from 
somewhere reputable, such as Ironman 

all states for overnight 
trips, growing 23 and 22 
per cent respectively.

The young/midlife with 
no kids demographic now 
leads the way, overtaking 
the family demographic 
as the most regular 
campers — #vanlife! 
Still very solid were 
the older non-working 
demographic who were 
responsible for 17 million 
of all nights spent, or 31 
per cent.

More generally, in 
terms of all breeds of 
tourism beyond just 
camping, Aussies aged 30 to 54 spent $809 
per person on an average trip, versus $666 for 
older and $471 for younger travellers.

How could these below-30s manage to 
buy avocado toast in remote roadhouses and 
restrict themselves to such small expenditure? 
The fact they are staying with friends and 
relatives more often (49 per cent of the time 

versus 36 per cent for others) may have 
something to do with it.

All figures should be interpreted with 
a healthy dose of skepticism, as TRA’s 
methodology changes may be inflating them 
somewhat. Now they are gathering data via 
only mobile phone interviews, not 50 per cent 
mobile phone and 50 per cent landline.

Let’s keep it growing, but hope that ourfavourite campsites don’t get too busy 
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CAMPER TRAILER brand Patriot Campers 
have recently appointed TIC 4x4 & Outdoor 
in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, as their first Asian 
dealer, officially opening the showroom on 
August 24 2019.

The dealer will sell Patriot’s X range of 
campers, PCOR Supertourers, Patriot merch 
and a range of 4x4 accessories from other 
Aussie brands such as Maxtrax, TJM, REDARC 
and Darche.

The dealership owner, Tamir Bayarra, has 
been keen to launch the dealership since first 
becoming a customer in 2016.

Justin Montesavlo and his family were 

VARIOUS BODIES around the nation, 
including NSW fair trading and Energy Safe 
Victoria, have issued a safety warning to all 
RV owners, agents and manufacturers about 
a potential safety risk of operating certain 
Suburban recreational vehicle water heaters on
LP gas.

Suburban are a popular brand of water 
heater in the RV industry. The risk is that under 
certain conditions, certain heaters can create 
high levels of carbon monoxide (CO), which may
then enter the RV.

In larger amounts, CO can be lethal; in 
smaller doses, it can adversely affect health. It 
is colourless and odourless and therefore hard 
to detect.

It is advised you first immediately cease using
the item. Then, check whether it is one of the 
affected models or if one of the serial numbers 
falls into the ranges listed (see box to right).

PATRIOT NOW 
DEALING IN 
MONGOLIA
Patriot Campers will now be up 
for sale in Ulaanbaatar, as the 
company continues its growth 
into international markets.

SAFETY WARNING ISSUED FOR
SUBURBAN-BRAND WATER HEATERS
Certain Suburban water heaters, popular in RV construction, may
pose a threat to users by creating dangerous levels of carbon
monoxide when used with LP Gas.

THE MODELS AFFECTED:
• SW6DEA
• SW4DEA
• SW4DECA
• SW6PA
• SW6DA
• SW4DA
• SW6DECA (Dual Fuel)

Serial numbers affected:
• From 181315552 to 193002648
• From 183114087D to 191206073D
• 8183311827
• 8190201139
• Manufactured from 4 April 2018 to 1 August 2019

A sneak peak at the displays

To do so, remove the hot water heater cover 
plate, ensuring to let it cool first it if has been 
recently used. Then, on the inside, locate the 
technical specification plate. Here you’ll find the 
model and serial numbers which you can then 
compare to the list.

If you cannot yourself undertake the check, 
NSW Fair Trading advise asking your RV service 
agent for help.

If your RV is one of the models identified 
as problematic, it needs to be rectified by 
an authorised agent or dealership. The gas 
isolation valve to this appliance should be 
turned off until all issues are rectified.

It is also important all manufacturers and gas 
fitters ensure they are not installing affected 
models.

The issue relates specifically to gas. If you run 
your water heater off of 12V or 240V, you are 
safe to continue doing so, say NSW Fair Trading.

present at the opening and he emphasised 
that the terrain in Mongolia, ranging from the 
Khangai to the Gobi desert, was particularly 
suitable for offroad touring.

"Tamir and I believe that Patriot Campers 
and PCOR products are perfectly suitable for 
Mongolia's harsh and idyllic trails, and the 
geographical location of this beautiful country 
is also ideal, as Patriot Campers continues to 
expand,” Justin said.

Manufacturing will of course continue in the 
Gold Coast at Patriot’s headquarters.

Paired with a problematic water heating 
unit, these can go from helpful to 
dangerous quicksmart

The Montesavlos and Patriot crew 
celebrating the opening in Ulaanbaatar.
Both images supplied by Patriot Campers
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TICKETS TO the 2020 Birdsville Big Red Bas
were already sold out by October 24, after 
going on sale just over a month prior.

The hasty sell-out occurred despite the 
increase from the 9,000 tickets of previous 
events up to 10,000 — testifying to the 
increasing popularity of the festival.

Big Red Bash Founder and Organiser, Greg
Donovan, was not surprised the tickets sold out
but said that the sheer speed of ticket uptake
was amazing.

“2020 will see the biggest line-up in Big Red
bash history, and we hoped that tickets would
sell fast,” he said.

“With a beautiful, unique destination on offer,
we have been a sell-out event for the last few 
years – and had thought we would sell-out 
before Christmas.

“But to do so after only a month – and with 
an extra 1,000 tickets to sell this year, it’s 
extraordinary.”

The festival will run from July 7 to 9 on the 
bold red topography of the Simpson Desert, 

The Aussie public have gobbled up the 10,000 tickets available for the
2020 Big Red Bash just a month after they went up for sale

BIG RED BASH 2020 SELLS OUT IN RECORD TIME

  WHAT'S HAPPENING? 

amed Big Red dune,
standing 40 metres tall. Paul Kelly leads the
billing, while Kate Ceberano, Shannon Noll, 
Thirsty Merc, Tim Finn and others will be 
present too. Attendees can camp at designated 
grounds within a dried-out lakebed, at an 
organic cattle station called Adria Downs.

The only question is, who’s going to make the
gravy? Greg Donovan was able to answer that.

“We’re also excited to be bringing so many 

travellers through Outback Queensland,” he 
said.

“The Queensland Government has estimated 
that the Big Red Bash generates more than $12 
million in revenue for the region.

“And a lot of this is on the journey out to 
the festival. With times so tough in most of 
these regional areas, the tourist dollar is really 
helping small towns that are doing it tough,” 
added Greg Donovan.

Tickets sold faster than this dog can run

Nollsy is said to be taking 

his big black shiny car 

It’s like a pop-up city in the outback. Except everyone is a lot more chill!
PICTURE CREDIT FOR ALL BIG RED BASH IMAGES: Matt Williams
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA’S Zero Automotive have 
just launched the ZED70, a Toyota LandCruiser 
79 Series converted to fully-electric, intended 
for use in mining and agribusiness.

The ZED70 has a range of up to 350km 
and runs off a 88kWh lithium-ion battery via 
its permanent magnet motor. This battery 
allegedly lasts for over 10 years and is able to 
deal with thousands of discharge cycles.

With 22kW, maximum charging is up to four 
hours; that means 22,000 watts for four hours. 
A standard kettle, at its peak, will ask for a 
max of 2,400 watts an hour. You can boost the 
battery by 30 per cent up to 115kWh.

S.A. BRAND LAUNCH ELECTRIC 4WD
Zero Automotive have launched an all-electric 4WD called the ZED70,
based off of the Toyota LandCruiser 79 series.

ICONIC AUSTRALIAN RV manufacturer Jayco
Australia has been chosen to feature in a new 
campaign to encourage people to buy locally.

The Australian Made Campaign is taking 
Australians behind the scenes and into the local
factories, workshops and farms of some of the 
country’s most innovative manufacturers with 
its ‘Australian Makers’ video series.

The short-form video collection seeks to 
celebrate Australia’s diverse and evolving 
manufacturing sector and shine a light on the 
people, processes and stories behind some of 
our most loved Australian products.

Another Australian Made licensee, Jayco 
Australia, said in the series that manufacturing 
caravans, campervans and motorhomes in 
Australia is important and valued by customers.

Iconic Australian RV manufacturer Jayco Australia has been chosen
to feature in a new campaign to encourage people to buy locally.

JAYCO FEATURES IN ‘AUSTRALIAN MAKERS’ VID SERIES

The drivetrain is 100 per cent electric, 
providing a max power of 134kW and a max 
torque of 700Nm. For comparison the standa
diesel D-Max offers 430Nm, the Colorado 
500Nm.

Modifications add a little bit of weight, taking 
it up to over 200kg more than the standard 
LandCruiser off of which it is based. It is 
equipped with a regenerative braking system to 
handle the steep inclines it’s likely to face.

The ZED70 is available in dual cab, single 
cab, wagon and Troop Carrier. Zero Automotive 
replace the diesel engine and gearbox then 
re-engineer in accordance with Australian 

g
Smoothness of drive, easy integration with 

other tech systems, and safe use in confined 
underground spaces are all benefits of the 
converted 4WD. The company says the vehicle 
has lower maintenance costs too, with an EV 
motor containing only the one moving part 
compared to the many that make up a diesel 
engine.

Of course there is also the reduction of 
emissions to zero, particularly when energy 
used to recharge is generated via solar or wind.

“Jayco's heritage includes its history in 
design, its understanding of the durability and 
reliability required for Australian conditions. 
We are proud to stick the Australian Made logo 
on every finished van and at every opportunity 
and point of sale to align with our customers 
who would love to show off that their van is 
Australian-made when they're towing it down 
the highway,” said Garry Moore, CEO of Jayco 
Australia.

“Manufacturing our trucks in Australia 
really does give us an advantage. We have 
the skills and resources here at our local base 
and speaking to our local customers, they are 
incredibly proud to buy Australian Made.”

Roy Morgan’s latest research revealed 90 
per cent of Australians aged 14 and over say 

they are more likely to buy products made in 
Australia, and are increasingly interested in 
where products are manufactured.

“Aussie products are made to some of the 
highest standards in the world,” says Ben 
Lazzaro, Chief Executive of the Australian Made 
Campaign. “They are trusted, they are made 
in a clean, green environment, and they are 
known for their safety and quality. Country of 
origin is increasingly playing an important part 
in purchasing decisions.

"Supporting Australian Made manufacturers 
encourages and assists Aussie businesses to 
innovate and build on their success, as well as 
providing pathways to new markets. The result 
is a healthy manufacturing sector, job creation 
and a strong economy.”

The first series is available to watch online at 
www.australianmade.com.au/ausmakers. — AB

The ZED70 is based on the LC79 

At work on a Jayco



WORK HAS commenced for a $7 million 
upgrade on the Adelaide Showgrounds in 
Wayville, which will turn part of the property 
into a caravan park.

The work, which is set to create more than 
100 jobs, will transform a 2ha space into a 
multi-use space for caravan use that comprises 
about 10 per cent of the Showgrounds. It is 
projected up to 80 caravan and motorhome 
owners can be accommodated for 10 months of 
the year when major events are not running.

“We have had calls over the years for people 
wanting to come and place their caravan here 
at the Showgrounds and we haven’t been able 
to do it,” says John Rothwell from the Royal 
Agricultural and Horticultural Society at the 
launch of construction.

The caravan industry is estimated to be 
worth $1.4 billion per annum. The park is 
expected to pay for itself within 10 years.

“There are very few caravan parks in 
metropolitan Adelaide and even fewer within 
this proximity to the CBD,” says Stephen 
Edwards from Parks SA. — AB

Soon there'll be a campground near the Adelaide CBD. Not a bad 
choice for a dip into civilisation during your big lap.

ADELAIDE SHOWGROUNDS’ MAKEOVER 
INCLUDES A CARAVAN PARK

  WHAT'S HAPPENING? 

The Hills will be pretty close at hand
PICTURE CREDIT: Emma Warren

World Famous 
And

We’re back in Australia

As seen at these recent shows
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BUSH BOOMBOX
SOMETIMES CHIRPING crickets and screeching 
cockatoos don’t cut it. When frying up snags, 
swimming in secluded waterholes, or drinking 
beers around the campfire, you often have a 
better time when listening to your favourite 
bangers.

But then it’s hard to find an appropriate 
speaker. Running your car stereo will drain your 
battery, playing songs using your phone will 
sound tinny, and there’s no 240V to run your 
CD player (if you still have one of these). There’s 
always the option of bluetooth speakers, but 
then, in most cases, you risk destroying them 

The Furrion LIT bluetooth speaker can play the soundtrack of any camping adventure, thanks to its hardy
construction, convenient portability and impressive quality of sound.

by putting them into conditions they’re not built 
for.

Enter the Furrion LIT portable bluetooth 
speaker, made to endure the abuses it will 
inevitably be subjected to out bush. Not only 
is it sandproof (for when you drop it on the 
beach), shockproof (for when you throw it 
in rage for shuffling to ABBA in front of your 
mates), and temperature proof (it can deal 
with –10̊ C to 45 C̊), it’s also IPX7 waterproof. 
That means you can immerse it in one metre 
of water for up to 30 minutes. Keep in mind it 
doesn’t float!

The volume levels are impressive. The digital 
sound processor ensures a reasonable level 
of bass for such a small unit; the dual audio 
drivers, featuring 10W speakers, round out the 
quality of sound. If one speaker is not enough, 
you can pair up with a second Furrion LIT 
speaker; how’s that for surround sound?

The device uses version 4.1 bluetooth. We 
found the range to be around five or six metres; 
not quite the 10 metres suggested. Still, that’s a 
decent radius around a campfire or a picnic rug.

You can buy the speaker on its own, get 
it packaged as an Adventure Pack with 

FURRION LIT
 BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

FROM $179.99
MORE INFO:
furrion.com

Words Sam Richards  Pics PHIL CERBU
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y p chase
whichever other accessories you need
separately.

The rail mount is best suited to bike 
handlebars or items of similar diameter. It 
wouldn't quite fit to the Hema LandCruiser's 
roof rack and it only fit on the narrower steel of 

the bull bar. You can also get a hand strap, for
relaxed strolls, or a strap mount, which really
ups the mounting flexibility.

Depending on your settings the battery can 
play tunes for as long as 15 hours, and then 
you only have to recharge the two 7.4V 1800 
mAh (1.8Ah) batteries for a third of that. It takes 

three hours to fully recharge using the wireless 
docking station (not included), or five hours via 
USB (included).

You can monitor the battery level with 
the in-built gauge; charge is shown over five 
lights depicting 20 per cent increments. With 
its auxiliary connection, USB port and micro 
USB port, you can play music using a solid 
connection with your phone if you prefer, or 
even charge your phone!

The speaker is camping-wise in more ways 
than one. It’s portable, weighing just 600g and 
measuring 7.37cm x 19.45cm x 5.86cm. That 
makes effectively no dent on storage space, nor 
— of course — your available payload!

The speaker has an in-built flashlight, 
surprisingly bright thanks to its whopping 
500 lumens. You can set this to a flashing SOS 
setting and even synchronise it with a raucous 
siren if you ever find yourself in a prickly 
situation. It even works with Siri and Google 
Now.

With its one year warranty and attractive 
price point — ranging from $179.99 to $224.95 
AUD — it’s certainly worth looking into next 
time your ears are itching for some quality 
tunes. CTA

  LATEST & GREATEST KIT                               

Water- and sand-resistant 
design are perfect for the beach 

The rail mount only fit the 
narrowest section of our bull bar
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It’s been around six years since I last visited England and over 25 years since I set foot in the land of Single 
Malt Whiskey, lake-dwelling monsters and place of birth. So I was pretty keen to see how I felt about the 
place during a recent trip to catch up with family and to take our daughter on her first overseas trip. 

LOVING A
SUNBURNT COUNTRY

congestion in some areas – including in parts
of Scotland that I remember as being relatively
uninhabited. And she’s also old enough to be
saddened when we’d find out that a species
of small mammal or bird of prey - that was
common when I was her age - is now on the
brink of extinction.

For my part, I gained a renewed appreciation
for just how much change can be brought
about by the heavy hand of human habitation
in the space of just a few decades.

Here in Australia, most of us can probably
identify a good handful of locations, within
an hour-or-so of our homes, where we can go
to ‘escape from it all’. Whether in a National
Park by the ocean, along a remote bush-track
by a creek, or on a mate’s property, there
are so many places where we can unhitch

our campers, unfurl our awnings, and settle 
back around a campfire under a billion stars.  
Indeed, taking my daughter to school when 
we returned home from the UK, I found myself 
reflecting that in the nearby ranges I could see 
more pockets of relatively unspoiled native 
bushland in the ten minute drive than I’d seen 
in three weeks travelling the British Isles.

But how many of us take our outdoor s 
lifestyle for granted?  Do we assume that it will 
always be available when we want it?   

According to the Australia ‘State of the 
Environment’ Report from 2016, there’s no 
room for complacency.  Australia’s population 
has more than doubled in the last fifty years. 
Our environment is under pressure from 
factors such as climate change, alterations in 
land-use, habitat fragmentation and invasive 

Words  and Pics KATH HEIMAN

WITH A BROTHER resident in the South, 
parents in the north of England, and my own 
roots in the Scottish Lowlands, it was high 
time that my little girl had the chance to see 
where my journey started.  Our itinerary saw 
us touring around 2,500 kilometres over three 
weeks with a handful of multi-day layovers at 
the homes of near (and not so near) relatives.  
Happily, my daughter’s now reached the age 
where she’s both a fun travel companion and 
someone who can contribute to travel planning 
and navigation.  We made a good team.

She’s also old enough to notice differences 
in environment.  And while she squealed with 
excitement at the sight of picture-postcard 
villages with thatched-roof cottages, flower-
filled gardens and twinkling streams, I think 
she was as frustrated as me with the traffic 

Getting to know your roots gives you a better 
perspective on pretty much everything



species.  And these effects are felt most in 
some of the places that we overlanders most 
enjoy spending our time – whether that’s 
along  our coastal fringe where 90% of the 
country’s population live, or in more remote 
areas where, in many places, grazing and 
mining are considered to pose a major threat to 
biodiversity.  

Consider how the environment in your own 
local area has changed over your lifetime.  

As an example, think about the sprawl of 
housing that’s grown along the mid-north coast 
of NSW where my husband grew up.  Until the 
early 90s, sleepy coastal towns of Woolgoolga, 
Arrawarra and Emerald Beach were separated 
by tracts of hinterland scrub.  Now there’s a 
continual urban development that extends 
most of the way from Sawtell to Corindi with 
house prices 10 times higher than they were 20 
years ago. Indeed, in some unique places you’d 
be hard pressed to buy a simple wood and 
fibro construction for under a million dollars.  

Think too about the recent industry boom.  
In the last decade, multi-lane roadways, 

bypasses, temporary township
and heavy vehicle traffic spra
up in areas of remote Australia
where previously single lane ro
and a few rough tracks service
of properties separated by hu
kilometres.  

Australia’s not immune from cumulative 
impacts of population growth, lifestyle choices 
and industry.  Indeed, any number of reports 
will tell us that Australia has one of the highest 
rates of mammal species extinction anywhere 
on earth. Just like everywhere else in the 
world, we humans have a tendency to stuff-up 
the things we come into contact with – whether
animal, vegetable, or mineral.

But we’re still the Lucky Country.  According 
to the Wilderness Society, we have more 
species of mammals than 93 per cent of 
countries, more birds than 79 per cent of 
countries, more amphibians than 95 per 
cent of countries, and more reptiles than 
any other country on Earth.  Because the 
country’s interior is relatively inhospitable to 
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pop lated. So it holds the promise of
adventure for those of us who are prepared to 
put up with the challenges that Mother Nature 
inevitably throws at us while we’re out there.  
Whether it’s bushflies, raging heat, dust storms, 
cyclones or flash flood.   If Outback Australia 
was easy to deal with, it wouldn’t be half as 
worthwhile to visit.  Because it would be full of 
people.  

We live on a continent that is biodiversity-
rich and ruggedly beautiful.  And sometimes it’s 
good to be reminded just how lucky we are to 
live here.   For my part, travelling to the UK put 
me in mind of that old Joni Mitchell song: ‘Big 
Yellow Taxi’.  Here’s hoping that it’s a long time 
before they ‘pave Paradise and put in a parking 
lot’ around my favourite parts of this Great 
Brown Land. CTA

SHE'LL BE RIGHT                

Free camping, UK style

This is an upmarket 'park in the UK

Since 1952, 95 per cent of Red squirrels have 
been wiped out of the UK
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EARLY EXPLORERS WERE certain that 
there was an inland sea within the centre of 
continental Australia. The westward flow of 
rivers west of the Great Dividing Range had 
them convinced that they all led to a vast inland 
reservoir, and many risked – and lost – their 
lives attempting to prove that point. In 1844-45 
Charles Sturt even went as far as to carry a hefty 
whaleboat as far north as today’s Milparinka, 
almost at the site of today’s Tibooburra, as a 
necessary tool for exploring that inland sea. A 
replica still stands in central Tibooburra today.

Early explorers of western NSW and the 
southeast found native grasses higher than 
their saddles, vast areas of swampy ground, 
extensive areas of timbered countryside and 
a ready presence of water in all streams and 
rivers. They rightly regarded the country as a 
potential agricultural paradise. Throughout the 
19th and the first half of the 20th Centuries this 
land of promise delivered on those predictions 
as Australia rode to prosperity on its agricultural 
output, supported by a relatively short but very 
sharp input from the gold mining and other 
mining booms from the 1850s onwards.

There were major droughts throughout this 

period, most notably the Federation drought 
(1895-1903) and the World War II drought (1939-
45), but in general the climate was benign and 
life on the land became a path to a comfortable 
lifestyle for most. There was plenty of local 
employment in industries that were still poorly 
mechanized so regional populations tended to 
be evenly spread and the pull factor of larger 
cities was much lower.

CHANGING WEATHER
But starting around 1950 there has been a 
notable change in the weather and with that life 
on the land has become a lot less predictable 
and more patchy. Since 1910 average annual 
temperatures across Australia have risen by 1°C, 
with the vast majority of that increase occurring 
in a steady climb from 1950. At the same time, 
there has been a reduction in rainfall, starting in 
around 1970, in southern Australia. The CSIRO 
has called this “the most sustained large-scale 
change in rainfall since national records began in 
1900.” This is a phenomenon that began around 
1970 in the southwest (20-25 percent decrease 
in average annual rainfall in the months of April-
October) and around 1999 in the southeast (11 

percent decrease April-October).
Australia’s weather has always been very 

variable, driven by El Niño, La Niña, and 
the more recently significant Indian Ocean 
Dipole conditions. Extreme weather events 
are frequently a compounding of several 
extreme conditions, for example a period of 
very low rainfall combined with extreme high 
temperatures and strong winds, or record 
flooding rains combined with extreme low 
pressure systems and rising sea levels resulting 
in severe coastal damage.

These compound weather events can 
sometimes even seem to intersect in extreme 
opposite conditions occurring back to back, such 
as in Tasmania in 2015-16, when background 
warming and drying trends created extreme 
fire danger over the summer followed by record 
monthly rainfall and consequent flooding in the 
winter.

Sometimes there are feedback loops, where 
fires generate conditions which can lead to 
thunderstorms which can lead to lightning 
strikes causing further fires.

Last issue’s Beneath the Surface column addressed the vexed issue of the dying (or dead) Darling River 
and the pressures accruing from the pursuit of agricultural viability by cotton farming along the course 
of NSW’s inland river systems. This month I’d like to take a more holistic look at the broader issue of 
competition for water in all of our rivers, most especially those in the southeast.

BIG DRY
The

Words & Pics  david cook 
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IMPACT ON COMMUNITIES
All this has combined with a rapid increase in 
farm mechanisation and automation which has 
had a huge impact on regional employment 
opportunities and so the social dislocation in 
regional areas has become extreme. While some 
major centres have relatively low unemployment 
rates others can be extremely high and the 
pull factor of major cities has increased greatly. 
As local populations decline services such as 
schools are reduced in size or even closed as 
teachers are moved away to other areas, banks 
reduce their presence and health, postal and 
other community services are reduced or closed, 
further increasing the desire to move away 
from smaller communities to larger centres. This 
increased population then imposes pressures 
on water and power, forces up real estate prices 
and creates congestion in those major centres.

The competing demands for available 
resources have begun to tax many natural 
resources. The reduction in flow in the Murray-
Darling Basin has had severe impacts on 
the available water supply for Adelaide, but 
continues to be tapped by an endless line of 
consumers back along the river. Where once 
this river system was home to an energetic 
fleet of paddle steamers from the 1850s, which 
navigated as far up the Darling as Walgett, 
almost on the Queensland border, up the 
Murrumbidgee to Hay and up the Murray to 
Cobram now few of those destinations would be 
open to even the smallest paddle steamer today.

WHERE TO FROM HERE?
There have been concerns over the supply of 
water in the Murray River and its tributaries 
since the beginning of the 20th Century but 
little coordinated action until 1988, when the 
Commonwealth Government established the 
Murray-Darling Basin Commission and its 
subsequent Authority. This is chaired by the 
Commonwealth Minister for Agriculture and 
Water Resources and comprises a minister from 
each of the affected states (Queensland, New 
South Wales, Victoria and South Australia, plus 
the Australian Capital Territory). Its role was 
to administer the use of the available water 
resources of the basin and to protect and 
improve the quality of water in the basin.

Since then there have been continual 
complaints of the failure of this body to 
adequately police water use in the basin or to 
properly address water quality issues. Plainly 
the Murray-Darling Basin Plan does not function 
for the good of all those who depend on our 
river systems for the livelihood or their life. In 
an environment of increasing temperatures and 
ever more episodic flows of water the priorities 
of those who regulate and police those flows as 
well as those who depend on those rivers, both 
commercially and for their very existence must 
be brought into line. CTA

  BENEATH THE SURFACE  

The replica of the whaleboat hauled across desert country by 

Charles Sturt in 1844 gives some idea of the conviction of early

 explorers that there was an inland sea within Central Australia

Paddle steamers once ranged far
and wide on Australia’s inland rivers

Attempts to manage water flow in the Murray River range from the
huge Hume Weir to minor locks and water pumping stations

What we’d all like to believe was the look of Australia’s inland rivers



Geoscience Australia, our Federal
Government mapping agency, has 
decided to end production and sale 
of the paper maps it once produced 
by the end of this year. These 
include all the topographic maps 
of Australia in 1:250,000, 1:100,000 
and 1:50,000 series.
MANY PEOPLE see the demise of the GA 
paper map though as a real issue, with one 
bushwalking tour operator being reported as 
saying such a decision will put people's safety 
at risk. I'm not sure about that .... and there are 
options, but more of that later.

The decision shouldn't come as a real surprise 
though, what with digital map sales and use 
booming and sales of paper maps declining.

Now I'm a great lover of paper maps and I 
have drawer fulls of topo maps (and others) but 
when I think about it, it's been quite a while since 
I used or looked at them.

Sure, I use a paper map or atlas for an overall 
view of the region I'm interested in - say the 
Kimberley, or Cape York or the Victorian High 
Country, or whatever, as a digital map on a small 
screen, such as a phone or even an iPad, leaves 
a lot to be desired with little idea of where that 
particular screen shot fits into the big picture of 
Australia, or even where you are located. So, I 
always carry a paper map of the particular area 
I'm heading to.

But, when I want more detail, which was once 
supplied by the GA map series, I now go to my 
iPad and check out a digital map - generally a 
Hema Map, or a Pocket Earth Pro or Maps.Me 
map, rarely, surprisingly you may think, a Google 
map.

Now none of these digital maps really show 
Topo information like the GA series of maps and 
that can be an issue for some - but it is easily 
overcome.

All the maps that GA produce are available 
from their website (www.ga.gov.au/data-pubs/
maps) in a digital format - at no charge, would 
you believe. And with that, if you really want 
and need a paper version, you can download 
the particular file and wander down to your 

IS EVOLVING

T HE MAPPING
OF AUSTRALIA

Words and Pics 
RON AND VIV MOON
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The legendary Denis Bartell shows how
 map reading should be done!
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ceWorks
file printed out. Not only that, you

can get the map printed out on plain paper,
waterproof paper, as a wallpaper, or even have it
printed on glass or metal. And if you're searching
for a retailer or want a custom map, there are 
also plenty of options; you can start here: www.
mapsherpa.com.

Still a bigger issue though, I reckon, is that 
many of the maps produced by GA are, simply, 
out of date. For instance, we just went to the 
Deniliquin mapsheet; it was dated 2004! It 
showed all the red gum forest area around Moira
and Barmah as state forest, where in reality it 
is national park and reserve ... and has been for 
10 years or so. And of course with the change in 
status, the road access is way out of date. That is 
hardly acceptable in today's world, I reckon.

When I asked our own Rob Boegheim and 

 NO FIXED ADDRESS                             

Director at Hema Maps about the demise of
the printed map from GA he said, "It’s time we 
all moved on from last century and stop our 
whinging about the demise of millions of dollars 
worth of tax-payer funded, out-of-date paper 
maps that just sit there with no one to buy 
them."  

So if you want more up-to-date maps, 
we'd suggest trying commercial mapping 
organisations such as Hema Maps (www.
hemamaps.com), or state based organisations 
such as, for Victoria, Spatial Vision (https://
spatialvision.com.au/maps/). And if you are a bit 
of a map buff and want historic maps and the 
like, check out: www.nla.gov.au/what-we-collect/
maps.

Finally if you want to see where GPS mapping 
and technology is heading, visit: www.ga.gov.
au/scientific-topics/positioning-navigation/

positioning-australia/understand-positioning-
australia.

The future of mapping in Australia is endless, 
the options for digital or printed maps unlimited 
... and exciting. We just gotta embrace this great 
and relatively new technology! CTA

Old tech map filing

Old Technology!

The latest way to find your way

GAs maps are often out of date
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YOUR CAMPER trailer may be decked out with
a brilliant shelving system in the pantry near
kitchen, the sort of easy-to-organise arrangem
you’d adore at home. But the second you hit
corrugations, it’s like an earthquake hitting.

Glass cracks. Bottles find a way to turn
themselves upside down and undo their lids.
Plastic splits and releases disturbing unidentifie
liquids into your crockery and tea towels. We al
have a horror story or two about this happenin

So why not embrace unassuming packet mix?
Packet mixes are so easy to open (much easier
than unscrewing a jar of sauce), you’d assume
they’d burst into flames the second you went
offroad. But these sturdy suckers have a way of
staying intact.

Besides, they free up your storage space. No
more lugging around the 500g dispenser of
oregano you use a pinch of every blue moon.
Without further ado, let’s run through the making
of Chilli Con Carne using a packet mix.

CKER
Tasty

• Packet mix of Chilli
Con Carne flavour (for
example, Continental)

• 500g mince beef
• Cooking oil
• 1 x Onion
• 1 x 440g tin of kidney

beans

• 1 x 440g tin of crushed/
chopped tomatoes

• Small tin of corn
• 1 x celery stick
• White or jasmine rice

(approx 2 cups uncooked)
• Sour cream to serve
• Avocado to serve

Ingredients:

Cook time: 30 MINUTES
Serves: 4

No one will even know it was packet mix
PICTURE CREDIT: Robyn Mackenzie/Getty Images

More time for enjoying what you’re there 

for now that you’ve taken the cheat’s path

PICTURE CREDIT: Ian McDonnell/Getty Images

Make camp cooking as easy as you can for yourself by embracing the 
simplicity of packet mixes. Camper runs you through how to make Chilli 
Con Carne and still have time for a game of Monopoly afterwards.

Chilli CON CARNE



Directions
Add oil to a pan and start frying your mince on a low
flame. Dice up your onion and celery while this cooks.
Once the meat is nearly browned, add in the celery and
onion. Monitor the lot and when the meat is brown and
the veggies have softened, add in the tin of tomatoes,
along with the Chilli Con Carne pre-mix.

Directions will vary depending on the mix but some
will ask you to add some water at this point to soften up
the sauce. The Contintenal pack mix I tend to use asks f
a quarter of a cup, but you’ll sometimes need a bit mo
Stir the sauce until the sauce thickens right up. This’ll
usually take about another 15 minutes. Keep the flam
on low the whole time.

Drain and wash the kidney beans and drain the cor
Then add these in when five minutes of cooking rema
(as in, 10 minutes after adding the sauce). 

Rice is the trickiest part of the meal, believe it or no
If your camper has a 240V inverter you should be abl
run a rice cooker, even if the inverter is small, say 600
Of course, you might not want to be lugging a rice co
around. Talk about things smashing!

Very few campers have microwaves because of th
massive energy demands, but cooking via microwav
another option. Alternatively, the option most will t
cooking rice on the cooktop. In this case I’d advise b
the water before adding rice. You can always use a
thick-sliced pieces of tiger loaf with butter if you pr

Finally, serve the cooked meal with a dollop of s
cream and some sliced avocado. CTA

It may be easy, but no one said it was cheapPICTURE CREDIT: barmalini 2018/Getty Images

Visit www.outdooraustralia.com/magazine
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Find us online and keep in touch with our weekly e-Newsletter at 
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the cherry pie eating championships, National
Cherry Festival Street Parade, live music, drum
and pipes bands, Young and Region Farmers
Market, fringe events and a cherry pip spitting
competition.
Young,http://nationalcherryfestival.com.au/

COWRA CHRISTMAS STREET
FESTIVAL

Dec 6
Enjoy a night of end-of-year cheer at the
largest Christmas Festival in the region.
Cowra’s Squire Park is transformed into an
enchanted Winter Wonderland where Santa
is patiently awaiting upon his sleigh for all the
children to visit and tell him what they would
like for Christmas.
Cowra,https://visitcowra.com.au/cowra-
christmas-street-festival/

GULGONG FOLK FESTIVAL
Dec 29-31

Enthusiasts and established folk artists alike
will bring song to Gulgong with hotel, cafe,
outdoor and opera house performances amid
three days of workshops, poetry and markets,
with camping onsite.
Gulgong,www.gulgongfolkfestival.net.au

VIC
CHRISTMAS MONSTER MARKET

  Dec 7
Head to the Yarrawonga Foreshore on Lake 
Mulwala from 8:30am to check out a large 
variety of stalls and the opportunity for some 
last minute Christmas shopping. 
Yarrawonga, 1800 062 260

WODONGA CAROLS BY 
CANDLELIGHT

What’s happening 
around the country 
in December?
QLD

NINDIGULLY PUB PIG RACES
  Nov 29 - Dec 1

The annual Nindigully Pub Pig Races will 
celebrate their 15th year while raising money 
for the Royal Flying Doctor Service. 
Nindigully, https://nindigullypub.com/

WOODFORD FOLK FESTIVAL
  Dec 27 - Jan 1

Enjoy six days of music, dance, cabaret, 
acrobatics and comedy with workshops, 
debate, street theatre, forums, visual arts and 
a children's festival culminating in a New Year's 
Day fire spectacular.
Woodford, woodfordfolkfestival.com

TAROOM NEW YEARS RACE DAY
  Dec 28

Enjoy a day of fabulous country racing at 
Taroom’s historic Dawson Jockey Club, one of 
four left-handed tracks in Queensland, and 
then stay until late to enjoy a program of live 
music. 
Taroom,http://taroomraces.com/

NSW/ACT
NATIONAL CHERRY FESTIVAL

  Dec 6-8
Young celebrates the height of the local 
cherry-picking season with events including 

         EVENTS 
  Dec 15

Unleash your inner caroller at this traditional 
free community event at Willow Park in 
Wodonga. You won't be alone with 21 singers 
leading the program of 25 carols all supported 
by a combined 80 voice choir — plus the 
40-piece Wodonga Brass. Enjoy an APEX 
barbeque and other food providers.
Wodonga, www.wodongabrass.org.au

ANGLESEA ROCK2RAMP OCEAN
SWIM

  Dec 28
Pull up a sandy pew or join in as more than 
800 swimmers dive from Point Roadknight into 
the sheltered bay in support of the Anglesea 
Surf Life Saving Club, with prizes up for grabs.
Anglesea, www.angleseaslsc.org.au/
rock2ramp

BLUESTONE BLUES FESTIVAL
  Dec 31-Jan 1

Set up camp at the Murgheboluc Public 
Reserve with live blues music to bring in the 
New Year. Hosted by the Sleepy Hollows Blues 
Club, more than 500 blues lovers from Geelong 
and surrounds descend for this annual event.
Murgheboluc, www.sleepyhollowbluesclub.
org.au

TAS
ROLEX SYDNEY HOBART YACHT
RACE

  Dec 26-Jan 1
Watch the world’s yachting greats pull into 
Kings Pier Marina following a gruelling 625 
nautical mile course from Sydney Harbour, 
with arrivals expected around New Year’s Day. 
Which of the big maxi-yacht competitors will 
take this year’s coveted title?

35 Years of installing water filters!

Australia’s B.E.S.T.
- Not only because of the good things

we put in it, and all it’s benefits...
It’s also because it just works!

Clean, safe water... wherever
the road may take you...

Only B.E.S.T. has
the SilverSafe® !

• Back-Flushable • Kills Bacteria
• Great Taste-Removes Chemicals
• Long Life - Outlasts other filters

• DIY Installation
• 1 micron rated - stops Giardia & Crypto
• Purifies & sterilises as you fill your tanks

• Makes water SAFE!

Australia’s B.E.S.T. RV Inline Water Filter

www.bestwaterfilters.com.au
info@bestwaterfilters.com.au

0428 240 822
1800 240 822

B.E.S.T. is... Bacteria Eliminating Silver Treatment

NEW
'Water On The Road' Booklet

FREE e.book download from

our website

from
$119 *

PLUS POSTAGE

B.E.S.T. 
Water Filters

Buy direct from the manufacturer or 
see our website for stockists.  

*NOTE: Prices quoted are current at publication 
& are subject to change without notifi cation.



Kings Pier Marina, www.rolexsydneyhobart.
com

TASTE OF TASMANIA
  Dec 28-Jan 3

Sample Tassie’s finest local cuisine at the 
annual ‘the taste’ with friends and family 
overlooking the stunning Hobart waterfront. 
Don’t miss this foodie event of the year on 
Tasmania’s calendar.
Hobart, www.thetasteoftasmania.com.au

THE FALLS MUSIC AND ARTS
FESTIVAL

  Dec 29-31
Enjoy a dip in Marion Bay between acts, as 
rock and indie artists perform live on two 
stages across a three-day NYE event, with 
native forest camping included in the ticketed 
price.
MarionBay, www.fallsfestival.com

SA
WALLAROO MINES BOWLING
CLUB BINGO

  Dec 11
Legs eleven? Two fat ladies? They’ve got your 
number at the Wallaroo Mines Bowling Club! 
Every Wednesday night the crew there host 
a bingo event from 6.30pm, with ‘eyes down’ 
from 7.30pm. 
Kadina, (08) 8821 1158

MOONTA CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
  Dec 15

Moonta celebrates Christmas in Queen Square 
with market stalls, entertainment and a town 
procession followed by an annual Carols by 
Candlelight event. There’s also the annual 
Christmas Pageant, a favoured local event.

Moonta, www.moontaprogress.org.au

ST NICHOLAS COMES TO
HAHNDORF 2019

  Dec 31
The German town of Hahndorf in South 
Australia’s Adelaide Hills welcomes Saint Nick 
in an annual community event. 
Hahndorf, www.southaustralia.com

WA
ST BARBARA’S FESTIVAL

  Nov 28 - Dec 1
This annual event celebrates mining in the 
Kalgoorlie-Boulder goldfields region and the 
local community that depends upon it. 
Kalgoorlie-Boulder, www.stbarbs.com.au

MANDURAH CHRISTMAS
LIGHTS

  Dec 1 - Jan 5
Experience the magic of Christmas this festive 
season as millions of colourful lights illuminate 
Mandurah's luxury canal homes and reflect 
onto the water. 
Mandurah, http://mandurahcruises.com.au/

SWIM THRU ROTTO
  Dec 7

Watch humanity push its limits, as swimmers 
racing 1600m between the Army Jetty and the 
Natural Jetty in the crystal-clear waters of the 
beautiful Rottnest Island about 20km off Perth. 
This event was first conducted in 1977 and has 
been held annually ever since.
RottnestIsland, www.swimthrurotto.com

NT
UNRULY DAYS

  Dec 1-31
Take some time out from touring and check 
out this wonderful exhibition of photographs 
that depicts the challenges of life in the 
Territory from 1911-1920. 
Darwin, www.magnt.net.au

FIELD OF LIGHT AT ULURU
  Dec 1-31

This incredible outdoor art installation is 
a global phenomenon by internationally 
acclaimed artist Bruce Munro. 
Uluru, www.ayersrockresort.com.au/
fieldoflight

TOWN COUNCIL CHRISTMAS
CARNIVAL

  Dec 6
Enjoy roving entertainment with local 
musicians, circus performers and magicians 
while browsing art and crafts stalls stocked 
with jewellery, produce, global foods and bric-
a-brac.  Enjoy the feast of delectable global 
fare while meandering through the iconic 
Todd Mall to discover some of Alice’s talented
performers.
Alice Springs, www.alicesprings.nt.gov.au CTA

Turns a difficult job into a faster and easier one, by
altering your existing poles and roof slides, using our 
awning connection conversation kits.

(Check out our web site for prices).

CONVERSION KITS AVAILABLE FOR 
3, 4 AND 5 POLE AWNINGS

info@raawcon.com.au
www.raawcon.com.au

0400 790 357
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beach
CAMPING

DEC 19
On saleISSUE 145

Sunscreen, Golden Gaytimes, boogie boards, snags on the 
barbie, bells clanging on the rod tip, a plastic bat connecting 
with a tennis ball, a raggedy straw hat, perhaps some errant 

sand where the sun don't shine...
All the beach classics are back for summer. We’ll tip you off on the best beach destinations and sand 

driving techniques so you can properly celebrate the 50th anniversary of the summer of ‘69.



ISN’T IT TIME YOU PUT YOUR 
FAMILY IN THIS PICTURE...?

For over a decade we have produced some of Australia's favourite Forward Fold 
& Hybrid Campers. Designed by Australian’s for Australian Families... 

Check out the full range today... 

Nationwide: 1800 SWAG CAMPERS (1800 792 422)  Email: sales@swagcampertrailers.com.au 

www.swagcampertrailers.com.au

X13 EXPLORER 4-6 
BERTH FAMILY HYBRID

X10 TREKKA 2 BERTH 
COUPLES RETREAT


